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VOLUME

TAFT'S PARTY

FATAL FEVER

CITY INSTITUTE

HE CALLS CUBA

OPENS MONDAY

HAS GOOD TIME

HOLDING OUT

CITIZENS

REBEL SOUVENIRS FOR MISS ALICE

Carpenters
Demented Woman Escapes Six Thousand
Have Wages Increased by
Control and Drowns HerSpecial Arbitrator.
self at St. Louis.
EADS

JUMPS FROM THE

WAGES GREATER,

BRIDGE

LEjS

AND HOURS

Legaspi, P. I., Aug. 23. The trans
New Orleans, La., Aug. 23. New
cases of yellow fever at noon today, ient Logan, with Secretary 1 aft andparty, ar. ived here today. The decsince 0 p. m. yesterday, ID.
Orations displayed in honor of the vis
Total ease to date, 1,619.
itors were decidedly ingenious and
Deaths, 3.
A
highly elaborate.
banquet was
Total deaths, 229.
served at noon, at which Senator
Ixing of Kansas, made an effective
DIFFICULTY IN GETTING
SUBMISSION TO RESTRICTIONS. speech, during which he virtually
promised that the privileges of free
If all trade would he granted to the islands,
New Orleans. I.a., Auk. 23
1, n
Ytr.K.-!,.. ....Mtc.m
f
houses are disinfected there are rea- ie,i
i uouu max infill iiieui inri o
nit
sonable hopes of a complete cessation was uo fear of competition la any
of yellow fever on or before October pronounced form.
1, was the message of hope given by
Miss Roosevelt was presented with
Surgeon White to a meeting that filled many interesting souvenirs by the
St. Paul's church. If the citizens will citizens,
but do their part, the doctor said they
will deserve the commendation ot tne ARBITRATION RESULTS IN
I
Civilized world.
FAVOR OF WORKMEN.
Considerable trouble is had with the, Boston. Mass.. Ane. 23. Six thou
Italian community at Good Hope, La.,
carpenters have received an in- a short distance above New' Orleans. sand
n depict, ice of
An emergency hospital has been erect ' rrneirt if uoptia under
ed but the Italians are in rebellion, Judge George Wentworth, to whom as
and there i not sufficient police rorco a mh.ii mum mm eiupiuee. a aim
unionists submitted the question of
rm,.i thorn tn submit to the reeu-- l the
new working agreement
latlons.
grants an inDr. Chas ansae yesterday dicovered
Judge Wentworth
a large number of cases at Bayou crease from thirty-sevecents an hour
cents; double time for all
Iteouf.
to forty-on,
overtime instead of time and
and eight instead of nine hours for a
RASHLY UNFORTUNATE
GONE TO HER DEATH workday for all shofi and mill hands.
St. Louis. Auk. 25. Escaping from
Cape May Auto Races.
her neice, who was taking her back to
Cape May, Aug. 25. Seveial
hun
her home in Texas, after Illness, Mrs.
automobilista from all parts of
Laura Oxford, aged 32, Jumped from dred country,
with a fair sprinkle of
a train that stopped at the Eads the
bridge today anil was drowned. Ner- foreigners, were assembled on the
usual
vous trouble is considered responsible ideal strip of beach where the
automobile races under the auspices
for the suicide.
of the Cape May Automobile club
began this morning. Mr. S. M.
Old Colony Club's Annual.
Padanaram, Mass., Aug. 25. The Butler, secretary of the Automobile
as official
Old Colony club, of which the late Jo- - Club of America, acted
seph Jefferson was one of the found- - timer, Mr. A. G. Batchelder, secretary
ers and of which he was president at of the American Athletic association
luiuiee.
tho time of h a death. IS nolding US
Most prominent among the Amerannual reunion today. By the cour
tesy of the New Bedford Yacht club, ican contestants is Walter Christie,
the summer station of the club at who recently made one kilometer
South Dai tmouth, was placed at the st.aight in twenty-fivseconds, flat.
power didisposal of the club, and there the He uses the same
members, or at least a formidable rect drive racer which he used in his
number of them, assembled this morn- phenomenal speed trials last week.
ing. They met at Buzzard's Bay, and Among the foreign contestants is M.
proceeded to Pandanaram by special Louis Chevrolet, a prominent French
trolley- cars. At noon they enjoyed a racer, who will use a new
power F. I. A. T. racer, built In Italy,
clambake at Laban's Folly hotel.
The death of Joseph Jefferson, the and which finished second in the Inuniwas
club,
tel national cup races on July 5, of this
Jovial president of the
versally regretted, and many a toast year. In that race it was driven by
memory
great
of the
Nazzarl, and it is generally believed
was drunk to the
actor. The place made vacant by the, that he would have won the race, had
not been some trouble with the
until the next annual meeting of the tires.
club.

Cuba.

Aug.

NOT GETTING BETTER

Superintendent J. E. Clark,
the Conductor, Has Arranged
Attractive Program.
Island
France Deeply Anxious
TtACHERS ARE ASSIGNED

over the island. The campaign Is not
In any sense a forensic debate tion
the principles and methods of government, but rather the campaign of
a group of political buccaneers bent
on the captuie of the election machinery by any and all means.
In line with this strictly
style of political campaigning, the Liberal party, led by General
Jose Miguel Gomez, governor of Santa
Clara province, in a published Interview, declare he will not permit the
government to make an Investigation
of the Ayuntamlentos of his province, notwithstanding the government
is
ced by a dictum of the
court of the republic.
Governor Gomez says: "I will not

Political
channels In Cuba ate now running
bank-full- ,
and if they do not overflow
the levees in some places It will be a
miracle. When government officials
on the one hand disregard the law
and trample on the legal rights of their
opponents by throwing lawfully elected officials out of the offices, and arbitrarily substituting others of their
own choice, in order to gain control
of the election machinery In the cities and provinces, as has lately 'happened hire, and when on the other
hand party leaders of the
party openly defy the law
to
and declare their determination
disregard It even though they are
Havana.,

25.

Spanish-America-

n

e

fx,-..- .

,

e

I

allow any one excepting the provincial authorities to inspect the municipalities of this province. Should
a municipality be governed by Modwould refuse to consent to
erates

e

one-half-

e

e

-

WATER CARNIVAL

BANK CLERK FLEES

AT FR0NTENAC

IN CHARTERED YACHT

1

,

j

Chippewa Bay, N. Y., Aug. 25. The
motor boat races for the American
Power Boat association's gold cup
were continued today. Several of the
boats which had taken part in yesterday's races had dropped out, and
the chances of winning the narrowing
down but the interest in the races
seems to increase. The start this
morning was made In good form and
tne thousands of spectators on the
shore and on the islands along thp
course enjoyed excellent sport.
1 2l 10.01 Ml.
After the conclusion of today's
Word was received yestreday that races the visiting yachtsmen will run
the yacht hail, arrived at Bahla. Bra- up to the club house oi the Frontenac
zil, anil that the party aboard had Yacht club, about ten miles up tne
been placed under arrest.
river from the Thousand Island Yacht
club house. The Frontenac Yacht club
Candia Club's Reunion.
has invited the visitors to be the
Candia, N. H., Aug. 25. The Can- guests.of the club tonight, and to witpresent
and
ness the water carnival.
dia club, composed of
former residents of this town, is holdtoing its sixth
reunion
ANNUAL MUSTER
day, and seveial hundred of the memover
all
the
bers who are scattered
OF WAR VETERANS
country, cuiiie here expressly to
most
gathering.
The
this annual
Canojohario, N. Y., Aug. 25. The
attractive feature of the forenoon was
parade
of the school children of surviving members of the One Hundthe
the town, who were afterwards the red and Fifteenth, regiment, better
guests of the club at dinner. Kach known as the "Iron Hearted
met here this morning for
one of the childien In the parade wore
a silk badge, showing the picture of their annual muster an convention at
the old school house which was built Wagner's hall. The meeting was callabout 150 years ago on the North ed to order by Charles W. Scharff, of
road, near the Hooksett line. The din- Canajoharie, the president of the regner was served in a large tent and an imental association. After an invocation by the Uev. Carl C. Stoecker the
orchestra, played during the meal.
In the afternoon there was a meet- president we, coined tin- - veterans and
ing in the town hall at Candia Cor- delivered his annual address. Col. S.
ner,- with music and addresses
by P. Smith responded In behalf of the
prominent citizens and ineniheis of visitors. Then a short business session followed. After lunch the sesthe club.
sion was resinned, to be continued all
afternoon.
MAY FORM A
This evening the veteians will be
STATE ORGANIZATION the guests of the local veterans at a
dinner in Ne.lis' Hall and after dinner tin re will be a canipfiie at Wagl
s Moines, Iowa. Aug. 23. T tiis is ner's Hall, with songi. recitations uml
the opening day of the lmva state fair speeches. Tomorrow the visitors will
and at the same tiun' the opening day visit old Fort Ketissalaer and other
of t tie convention of delegates, repre-- ' points of interest in this vicinity.
Mining the various commercial clubs
of this state. The convention which ENGLISH SCHOONER
op. in, lure this morning is of con-- ,
inipot tance and may prove
FIRED BY LIGHTNING
the inserting wedge of a formidable-state movement iii the interest of inNew York, Aug. 25. The Hrrish
ternal development an dextension of
iutert ate intercuts of the commercial four masted schooner Marlborough,
firms ;iti corpoi utions of this state. Hiil. with a cargo of case oil an nap-thawhich was set on fire l.y lightThe convention was called to or-cltV'-dor
New York, Air-- -. 25. Physic ians are
Council ning last night, was still burning to- r by W. H.
HlutY.- -. who is seeritury of the Council 'lay. nine hours
later, when tevvej inueh in'eri Med in a circular isih .1
1.. ..
by lite New Yolk Post Grad-it;it '! ojll u n i
Blu ft s Commercial club.
He is in
(I'M iIkI. oil
il
Ulll 11.
e hospital, announcing the
to the dock. Her upper works havfaor of fo: ining a state purpose of
of ing been burned away, during the
of a cure or consumptiun,
commercial clubs fur the
Tiie reme ly is the juice of raw t i
mutual jrutectiou ami with a view of night, the liiul was taken to the
securing more equitable transportation wrecking dock, where water could be ble vegetables,
such as potatoes,
belts, carrots, onions, celery and the
more easily poured into the hold.
rates on the railroads.

Paris, Aug. 23. Until the end of
July, Jena Gallay was a punctual employe of a great Paris bank, earning a
monthly salary of $tin, out of which he
maintained his wife and two children.
At present, he is Bald to be a fugitive
aboad a chartered steam yacht, which
left Las Palmas August 9, for Bueuos
Ayres.
Discovery of clerical manipulations
In the books of the bank indicate an
alleged shortage which amounts to

Tuesday afternoon, 1:0". o'clock
"Round Table with First Grade
Teachers," Superintendent Clark,
"first Lessons in Reading," .Mrs. T.
J. Butts, principal First ward.
Wednesday morning
"Utilizing the Child's Ideals in His
Management," Supt. J. E. Clark.
"A Teacher's Self improvement and
Its Influence Upon Her Pupils," Dr.
W. G. Tight.
"Practical School Problems," Principal J. A. Miller.
"Boys," Superintendent Cltyk.
Wednesday afternoon, 1:00 o'clock
"Round Table With Second and
Third Grade Teachers," Superintendent Clark.
Three o'clock
"Round Table With Fourth and
Fifth Grade Teachers."
'
Thursday morning
"Fftcts and Figures in Education,"
Supt! J. E. Clark.
"Practical School Problems," Principal J. A. Miller.
"imaging in Reading." Supt. J. E.
Clark.
"Methods and Purposes in Public
School Music," Miss Viola Kremer, director of music in city schools.
Thursday afternoon 1:00 o'clock
"Round Table With Sixth Grade
Teachers."
Three o'clock
"Round Table With Seventh and
Eighth Grade Teachers," Superintendent Clark.
Friday morning, 7:30 o'clock
Teachers' examinations in arithmetic, geography, spelling.
Examination of grade and high
school pupils who have been making
preparations during the summer and
of pupils coming from other schools
without satisfactory certificates.

the procedure just the same, and
would deliver justice to them if permitted Justice, if the supreme couit
we
declares against the contention
J
;H-,,',rare now maintaining we would not
obey its mandate, because, of its partiality in favor of executiva authority.
The court would be certain to be
against us In order to Increase its
favor with the government."
Governor Gomez declares further,
that "THE WHOLE ISLAND WAS A
POWDER MINE CONTAINING A
LIGHTED FUSE ALREADY HALF
Ho charges .f.i.rther that
BL'RNED."
GOVERNOR GOMEZ AND THE CU- tne
rural guard are
BAN FLAG.
so as to control the voting by
arms, when necessary, on
served with notice from the supreme force of day.
court, It would seem that the limit election
Governor Gomez was one of the dishad been leached and opposing parties are standing face to face with tinguished generals of the revolution,
and Is now the governor of a provrevolution.
Only a few days ago the govern- ince and the candidate of the Liberal
ment, representing the "Moderados," party for president. He Is a man of
of characdeclared Nodarse not lawfully elect- con ge and great firmness
to
ed mayor of Havana; today it Is said ter, and his words are considered conof very grave iniKrt, for they
Hie ueeiaimi liaa lieeil I t v ri .sell iiiiwuisu be
against
the
U UCili
Willi lilC fiUtMMOl i'l 111U I1V(- - stitute a distinct issue
the government, and the
ince by which the election machinery authority ofinevitably
come when one
of the "Ayuntamiento" is placed un- time must
der the conttol of the "Moderados." or the other must recede or there will
Concurrently
with
this action, es- be civil war.
I do not think the public here nor
pecially revolutionary in itself, the
government party hns discovered that in the Htates. realizes how close the
the
a neighboring city (Guanajay) has an contending parties here are to
"Ayuntamiento" unlriemlly to it, and firing line. But it is useless longer
in order to get rid of it, the govern- to shut our eyes to the fact that
ment proKses to oust the members events are rapidly approaching that
and
those who resigned phase of political development where
three years ago and who are known the rifle and cannon, as in nearly all
countries, will be
to be Moderados, the excuse thai the (he
resignations were not legal. And thus the prime factors in determining who
the wirk of jury fixing goes on all shall hold the reins of power.
Friday afternoon, 2:00 o'clock
Teachers' examination in history,
grammar, theory and art of teaching.
of grade and high
Examinations
school pupils continued.
Saturday morning, 7:30 o'c'ock, September 2
Teachers' examinations in physiology, elementary
science or nature
study, penmanship.
Examination of pupils continued.
Saturday afternoon, 2 '') o'clock
Teachers' examination In reading.
WashDown
Canyon,
Which Sent
Bryant's "To a Waterfowl" will be
used as a basis of interpretation.
Examinations of pupils continued.
Drowning
Away Houses
N. II.:
All pupils wishing examinations will p ease confer wit the suply night.
erintendent before T.. u
Their Inmates.
August .11. Office hour--- S:'i0 to 9:00
a. in., 4:00 to 5:e0 p. ir
s
thirty-fiveThirty-liveo'clock, Sep
and asked Monday morning,
the loss of life at
Trinidad, Colo., Aug. 25.
tember 4
are reported lost and a score of fu.' help. Then the w in s went down.
Reading, selee ', Prof. Crulii. deTobasco and Berwin are located In
hem cv hrvp been washed ;n ay In the
clo'idl iirst which swept ('own Berwin a eleep, narrow canyon, about a mile partment of elocution. University of
canyon last night. The report, how- apart, and three miles from Ludlow New Mexico.
"Grade Preparation for High School
ever, cannot be definitely verified, aa Junction on the Colorado & Southern
telegraph wires railroad. The opulation of the two Mathematics," Principal J. A.
both telephone and
"Methods In Public School Draww?:e swipet down in the tirst rush of camps was about li.'i'i", mostly
Tne Colorado & Southern ings," Miss Agnes Steddiorn. superviswnur.
The biai:Cii railroad line of the Co- lost both bridges ne ar Ludlow. It w ill or of drawing In city schools.
was le many hours before trains are able
"Efficiency," Supt. J. E. Clark.
lorado & Southern to I'.erwin,
while a heavy volume of to pass.
to'n
The Santa F
had a washout at Monday afternoon. 1 tin o'clock
wa'er rushed down the canyon all
'Round Table With Ward Princitight, mailing 1' impossible to pene- Morley, west of this city. All trains
on the mountain division are unafile pals."
trate to 'he IKiint where the loss
Three o'clock
to reach Trinidad. The Rio Grande
life Is said to have occurred.
"Round Table With High School
The first report came f m Hust- is out in a number of places between
Teachers," Superintendent Clark.
i Trinidad and Rouse Jinctlon.
ings, where u call for the central
At noon Coroner Kspey received a
troin Berwin and Tobasco gave
Assignment cf Teachers.
lives mosaiie f:om Hastings that five bod-- j
the Information that twenty-fivTile
teachers'
committee of the
away
by
sweeping
had
ies
tieen
Joseph
of
Veltrt,
recovered.
the
lost
mit
hoard of education today announced
twenty
are
'wife
inhab'nouses,
twelve
children
to
reported
and
three
iroin
of principles and teatiie
;
ited by Italians, which were located drowned at Tabasco.
chers to the various schools of the
I'm- property loss is estimated
low oovvn near the creek. Another
at city.
The list this year is made up of
later estimated
call a ft w minutes
some very strong educators and the
con, tug year under the leadership of
Prof. .1. E. Clark, the new superin- "i h i:l, who came to A IhtiqiieriiUe a
j few
w ebs ago from Holland, Mieh.,
p: MMi .e
to In- very succes.-dul- .
The
pr .n. ipals and the schools whie li they
Iwiil have chari;.- of tog.-ih-with the
t, .icliei'-- , iii i'i r them, w ill be as l'o.- -

l

Latin-America-

End-Gr- and

for Peace.

S

"Russo-JapanesWar." Mr. W. S
Burke of the Albuquerque Morning
Journal.
"School Law," Principal J. A. Miller.
"Critical Periods in the School
Room," Supt. J. E. Clark.
"Our Ethical Relations to the Lower Animals," Prof. C. E. Hodgin, department of pedagogy .University of
New Mexico.

.

'

The annual teachers' Institute of
the Albuquerque public schools will
open in the high school auditorium
next Monday morning at
o'clock.
The Institute will be in charge of Superintendent J. D. Clark, who has arranged a most attractive program.
Hon. Hiram Hadley, territorial superintendent of public instruction, will be
present at the sessions of the Institute and will be given a place on the
program. The public is cordially invited to attend the sessions.
The Program.
Monday morning, 9: no o'clock
"Beauty in Kducatlon," Supt. J. E.
Clark.
"Grade Preparation for High School
Eiig.lsh. Miss Sadie It. Leavitt.
"School Law," Priuclpal J. A. Mil
ler.
"The Art of Study," Superintendent
Clark.
Monday afternoon, 1:00 o'clock
"A Lesson In Geography," Dr. W. G,
Tight, University or New Mexico.

the War Shall

Dnke Yladamir is Working

BY BOARD

Tuesday morning

--

NUMBER 22r

1005.

PEACE PROSPECTS ARE

A POWDER MINE

Death Rate Low in City. Senator Long's Promise
of Free Trade With Gov. Gomez Candidate for President of the
Disease Spreading
United States.
in State.
Believes That Civil War is Near.
FOREIGN

125.

THIRD TIME BARON KANEKO VISITS PRESIDENT

Premier Katsura and Foreign Secretary

Chinda Confer
With Marquis Ito Special Council of Russian
Foreign Office Officials.

RUSSIAN ARMY

THINKS

JAPAN'S TERMS

ARE COLOSSAL

Paris, Aug. 25. A sentiment ofi dieds of letters, telegrams and me
deep anxiety prevails in official quar-- ' mortals urging the insistence of th
ters here concerning the outcome of j Japanese terms.
the Portsmouth conference, owing to. JAPS COMBINE PLEASURE
the receipt of discouraging
WITH LABORS FOR PEACE.
Private reports have
received
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. 25. Baron
through olticlal channels showing that Kotnura
and four members of the JapGrand Duke Vladamlr, uncle of the anese peace
commission have left
emperor, is using his powerful influhere for Manchester, N. H., to Tlalt
ence in favor of peace.
the extensive cotton mills there.
BARON KANEKO REFUSES
BETTER AT INDIGNATION
TO TALK OF HIS VISIT.
THAN AT FIGHTING FOE.
Oyster Bay, Aug. 25. Baron Kan- Godzyadanl, Manchuria, Aug. 25.
eko had an interview with President Rumors have reached
the army that
Roosevelt today, the third within ten
will cede Sakhalin and pay aa
days. "I cannot talk now about my i Russia
indemnity to Japan, and these have
mission to tint president," "ho salel. produced an unfavorable
Impression.
"Some day 1 will tell you all about
It."
Thinka Japan' Terma High.
He was asked If he had seen the
Lidziapudzy, Manchuria, Aug. 25.
statement of Count Ijimsdorf, the The armv Is exnrpssliiir
ltotlcnntu-iRussian minister of foreign affairs. In (over what It terms the colossal de-I
which he declared that Russia would mands or Japan, and the hope
not pay indemnity to Japan or make ithe war will continue is expressed that
ro-- I
any cession of territory. "I have, peatedly.
y's," he replied. "I have seen It. I
think It was a great mistake."
"What do you think of the pros- TWO PUGILISTIC EVENTS
pect of a successful Issue to the peace
SCHEDULED FOR TONIGHT
,
conference?"
Kaneko hesitated an Instant, then
with a shrug of his shoulders, replied:
Colnia, Cal., Aug. 25. "Honey" Mel"Oh, It Is very much like the weather ody and "Buddy" Ryan will light for
you ate having here;
It Is very tho welterweight championship
bemuch."
fore the Colnia Athletic club tonight
Rain was falling, and the weather Ryan claims the championship, and
was dark, gloomy and disagreeable.
will defend it against Melody, who is
ambitious to wrest the championship
RUSSIANS HELD COUNCIL
title from liim. .Both fighters are said
ON PEACE CONDITIONS. to be ln
)
illent condition for the
I iw Siersburg, Aug. 25. After see-l- it fight tCSk- h are confident of
Minister L&rasdort. . Mr.
Meyer,
American ambassador, sent
Brlggt-Cote- .
another long dispatch to Washington
last night. It is ImiKsslble to learn
Vt., Aug. 25. Jimmy
Bflllows,
Falls,
the naturo of this dispatch, the em- Brlggs, one of the most popular pugilbassy declining to make any stateists of Boston, and Arthur Cote, a
ment.
boxer of considerable local reputation.
saw the emperor are
Count LamBdo-.to fight a twenty-rounyesterday. A special council of the battlematched
under the auspices of Boston
foreign office officials. Count Lams-dor- f land Vermont
sports tonight.
It to
presiding, will be held this afterfighters are in good
noon, at which matters bearing on said that both
an interesting and spirited
peace negotiations will be discussed. trim and
battle Is expected.
I

,.t.

Tic-tor- y.

--

f

d

japanese people oppose
modification" of teTTTs.

Tokio, Aug. 25. Following the re
ceipt of a cablegram from Baron Kom- lira, rremier Kaisura ana Becreiaiy
General of Foreign Affairs Chinda,
called Marquis Ito into a lengthy dis:
cusaion. It Is believed that Important developments are forthcoming.
Premier Katsura is receiving hun- -

Baptist Directors in Session.
Dallas, Texas, Aug. 25. The board
of directors of the Baptist state convention met here this morning to consider business matters and set tha
time for the holding of the next annual convention. The board consists
leading Baptists, repreof thirty-fivsenting the various churches of that
denomination.
e

ARIZONA IS ALSO

DEATH CAME AT NIGHT

SORE AT CURTIS

IN SUDDEN CLOUDBURST

:

Torrent Roaring
and
ing

itegi-ment,-
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Gre-en-
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In-cl- u
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alto-getiie- r.
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El-G-
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anti-join-
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FOR DREAD CONSUMPTION

,

Lven though ho wrote about the un- ing met him several years ago In the
lumber producing Saginaw valtold mineral wealth of Arizona, and great
ley of Michigan.
pictures of that
painted flattering
Kev. Bennett will he remembered
t
statehood meeting held at by many of the older members of
Phoenix and attended almost exclu- St. John's Kplocopal church as their
Rev. Bennett left Alsively by territorial officials who were tornier pastor.August,
Jhif'J. He is now
buquerque in
afraid that they would lose their pastor of the Kpiscopal church Of
identity and their Jobs, William E. Prescott.
& Phoenix
Curtis incurred tho displeasure of the' The Sai.ia l'e, Pie.-eo- tt
people of Arizona at large, as he did railroad, wnich has been placed alunder the management
in New Mexico,
because of his in most entite-lof Mr. Murphy, is one of the best
ability to stick to the truth.
K. M. Murphy, president of the Santa teeders of the Santa Ke. as it taps
Fe, Piescott &. Phoenix railroad, who tiie richest mining districts of Ariwined and dined Mr. Curtis and cart- - zona, but there is a grave possibility
with
e;d him over Arizona in his private of it losing the Individuality
car, was In the city this morning, audi which it has always been known.
some' extensions the Sant
said that the Record-- lerald space, iliroiiL-r'e is now projecting. A pa:t eif it at
writer wrote many untruths whiln in, leii-t,
may soon
au importArizona. His history of some of the
(anions mines of Arizona was made ant link in the Santa ltd new trunk.
!it.e
The building of the Belen cutout of whole cloth, and the gambling
story he wrote about Cololui W. C. off in New Mexico and the Bengal cut-ot- f
in Arizona, both of which aro now
the siiccos! ill cowboy, had no
have much to do la
truth whatever a hour it. His prevarH in progress, may
ultimo the present
cations while in Arizona c:e almost nV
siem el the Santa Fe.
as rank as those he wrote while in
New Mexiro, an it seems a pity that' Mr. Murphy says that work on the
.such a maverick should be unbranded. liiiig.il cut on" is dragging souio now
Mr. Murphy a.nvid from the wet on account of the hoi Weaiher, but
In tiis private car, an J was in the city that the work will begin in earnest
as soon as the cool weather set
only
'wee ti trains, leaving tur the
new road in Arizona
east on train No. '. Ho was accom-paul- i i.'i. li Tho
s a'oout 2 iii miles of track
d by Rev. Bennett of Pre scott,
Of this, sixty tivo miles huvo
S.
hV'
II. M. Robinson of Pasadena an-s
KirWard: Mrs. T. I. Butts,
Kddy ot the I'.iciiic Lumber company, been laid ea-s- t of Phoi nix and fifty
Mary V. Spaulding,
been laid wiet, but tae link
anci-- i o.
i miles lias
ol S ui
W:
Kliab.'th M. Kelihan, i
Mr. Kddy .said that Ms ntlice in San Horn Phoenix to Biuial c.uimH bo
gor, Winifii-Mi
within a vear. Mr. Murphy
llillvar.l.
was directly over the office
Ward:
Misses l.illie A. of Ira 11. B lim it, foi
manager continued the repent that th. S"uttiKeep, is, C.rheiin,. Adams, Mary II. of the American l.umbi r company' in Pucilic and the' Santa Fe would
D.ii.-- y
II unt zing. r,
Minnie le re, and be knows Mr. Be nnett Use the tame truck be'. ieu Doming
t i'.ii'.
I.ollie Under; Don c. Tn!or. very wed I. Mr. Kddy also said that and Pbellix.
principal.
Mr. Murphy will transact business
he was intimately acquaint' d w ith S.
M
Ida Eid
Third Ward:
manager of at Chicago and New York while in thu
i'. Jacksoii. the nie's.-i.an Lumber company, hav eust.
the Atue-ri(Continued on Paye Five )
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Prominent Arizona Railroad Official Roasts
Magnates
torious Correspondent-Lumb- er
Pass Thrciih City.
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PRETTY SOON A STEADY JOB FOR SOMEBODY
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Friday and
urday Evenings.

Thursday,

A

Sat-

DR. J. E. KRAFT.

Dental Surgeon,
Rooms IB and 16 Grant block, oyer
the Golden Rule Dry (food a Company,
Doth phones. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.

Monday,

S

CLOSED

V.Av.:v,...,,T

M

A VV

'V,

li
in
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Bernard 8. Rodey.
Albuaueraue
Frompt attention Riven to all
butilnpss pertnlnlng to the profession.
Will practice In ail courts of the territory and before the United States land

CAPITA.

M.

AND

SURPLUS

.

$100,000

-

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

ATTOK.EI-AT-LAV-

.,

Bryan.

R. W. D.

ATTORN
N. M.

Gardens open every afternoon. Admission, free, except during matinees. Refreshments served by uniformed waiters.

fj

Albuquerque, - New Mexico

AU

Ira M. Bond.
,
VI F street, N
nshlnRton, u. v.. Pensions, lamia,
patents, copyrlKhts, cavtats, lettir pat
ents, trade marks, claims.

SPECIALTIES

Admission .. .. 15c and 25c
Reserved seats on Bale at O.
A. MaUon's, 202 West Rail
road avenue.

isto

f Butts

i

UNTIL

ATTORN

N.

W

A. r:J
IVS,A

COMPANY

by mall.

OFFICE
GUST 28.

TRUST

ottice.

The Rose of Anvergne
WITH

MONTEZUMA

LAWYERS.

Tuesday
and Wednesday
Evenings.

S

1905.

DENTISTS.

THE BEGGAR PRINCE
Sunday,

AUG. 25,

CARDS

No. 306 Kallroad avenue
Office hours
:M) a. m. to 12:30 p. m. ; 1:30 p. m. to 6
p. m. Telephone 462. Appointments made

Moving Pictures or Illustrated Songs Every Night

Kf

FRIDAY,

PROFESSIONAL

CASINO

",",l

rt

CITIZEN

KVKN1NG

ALHUQUEKQUK

PAGE TWO

Albuquerque,

Office, Klrai .National Ban

WITH AMPLE MEANS
FACILITIES

E. W. Dobson.
Office
ATTORN
block, Albii' jerque, N. M.

AND UNSURPASSED

Crom- -

well

THE

OF

BAKK

COMMERCE

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

N,

M.

John H. Stlnrjle..

rv"'C'

kV

J

V

r

'HrWYW

Matinee Sunday at

.lit

0

3 p, m.

0

THE BEGGAR PRINCE
Admission

15c

THIRD STREET

AT

MARKET

Margaret had lien (load li'V.'Iy
I.efore
had an opportunity
THE TURNING
ins him, but when did I saw at once cit-h-i t eu months when came homo. I
pace be was going. There were'iouncl Edgar In a happy home, mar-nOF THfc LANE tiie revels
where he did not lead his l ied to Amy, and the u':er o .
to the maddctit excesses. Gain- - Ho boy.
One evening I was speaking of his
TWA3 LONG BEFORE A MOTH- bling and drinking occupied his nights
ER'S BLESSING LED WAYWARD and bin practice was gradually tall-- I mother. "Doctor," he said, "but for
my mother I should have been a
DEBAUCHERY'S ing away irom him.
FROM
STEPS
ame uriinnaru. .mi h.v uui
PATH.
Due . vening at a large party, given
' u""",u
by the diugliter of one of our richest "m"u
"""
her memory and Amy's
By Virginia De Forrest.
Americans
ar and I. were among was. Now
safeguards,
my
when temp- are
I tin
me puest.-itf Mia VL'mmn ia ull
i.
laiion con es. ner jtiemory hovers
h i i. .,.!.!
(Copyright, 1905 v.. ii,
evil off and my
.
T
III e
111.)
.QO IlCaf lO WtlTU
hiiMoriiitr wll li n
Enterpri
'
(concealed l,v the nlllnr neBlnst Mnh watchword now s. my dying mother's
There lived ' ars ago, in the house i (,an(,, and i.verheard thnlr rnnver. blessing.
Cliffdale,
which adjoined mine
sation.
widow and her only child Her hus-- j
..Now Julia confo83.. was the flrst RQSWELL HOTEL OWNER
a
drunkard, and the B,,nu,nce tnat fe, u.,on my eara ..Are
fcand had been
FILE1 SUIT FOR DAMAGES
U sne naa borne me most cruei tieai-- . "Nonsense," said the brunette. "You
ment, her only care being to shield are aiwavs fancying, Grace, that some
A big damage suit was filed in dis
toer little son from injury and the,0f your jnends are in love."
trict court at Hosweli Monday by
-vU of the example his father set be- Ah, but I have proof positive. There George Cazier, landlord of the Shelby
I
lore him.
is a certain vounc nmn
hn npver la hotel, against A. J. Witteman. a nrop- .targaret
I
ever sy"
The flrst time
denied admittance at your door, and erty owner of Roswell. W. V. Gate-wooLeslie I was called to pre
be for the wfn wnom you dance moie frequent- is attorney for plaintiff.
UfUe boy, whom I found very ill. Mar- - y than M). othl.r of your frlends. you
In his petition Mr. Cazier states
garet was seated beside the patient, J gee I know."
that on July 19 last at Mineral Welis.
-listening to his labored breathing. He
'well. Grace, you shall be my con-ba- Texas, Mr. Witteman accused him of
always been a delicate child, and fessor. I do love Edgar Leslie and stealing from him a diamond ring,
Us little pale face was scarcely less as i am hia afflanced wife since last worlh $250, and had him arrested on
wn te than the pillow upon which it evening, I need no longer blush
to con- - that charge. The theft as described
"icuitmca
ciB,iiuCircaa leS8 U- ln tne petition was alleged to have oc- to stay the disease-- , and in a few days
j went into the supper room There, curred at Mineral Weils, on July 19.
I thought the widow would be child- - heated by wine, was the pride of a Mr. Cazier further states that he was
les- mother in Cliffdale. I
my hand tried before Justice J. M. Cook, at
spare my boy! was her upGn his arm and soon laid
God
succeeded in Mineral Wells, and acquitted and disprayer from morning till 'night. She getting him home.
The further claim of the
The cold
and charged.
had been sorely .tried, and this was long walk sobered him and heairthrew
plaintiff in this suit Is that the charge
lier only comfort. To my surprise, the himself on a sofa wnen he reached was brought maliciously and without
jkucui vuu a lavuiame iurn ana re- - niy rooms, saying:
just cause and that he was thus caus
covered. His mother's gratitude was
Doctor, you have saved me from fd to suffer both bodily pain and men- fervent, but more silent tnan her grief disgracing myself before
tomorrow." tal anguish, as well as the mortifica-Findinhe was ln this mood, I tlon 8''1 a charge would bring. He
talked to him, and after some little claims that he spent $1W for
he opened his heart to me. ney's fees In defending his case at
His life In California had been a sad Mineral Wells, and spent other sums
mixture of excess and dissipation. in defraying the expense of the trial.
Every letter from his, mother had He states that he was damaged $500
roused what was good in him and actually
and asks judgment for
kept him In the right way until temp- - this sum and for $9,500 punitive dam- lauon again assailed him, and he ages, io,ouo in all.
plunged into vico, to be again sal
Public Is Aroused.
dened by readl.ig his brother's
public la arounsed to a knowledge
His lite in New York was a ofThe
the curative merits of that great medrepetition of this.
ical tonic, Electric Bitters, for alck atom-acI questioned him about Julia, and
liver and kidneys. Mary H. Walters of 548 St. Clair avenue, Columbus,
found that she had construed
u Ohio,
"For aeveral months I waa
laughing offer, made i:i jest, Intd a Klven writes:
up to die. I had fever and ague,
serious one, ar.d he cared tiothir.i for my nerves were wrecked; I could not
her. His love was Amy's. At my sug- sleep, and my stomach was so weak
useless doctors' drugs that I could
gestion, he wrote a pla.a but cold ex- from
ext. Soon after beginning-- to take
planation to Miss Julia, and then be- not
Klectilo Bitters I obtained relief, and In
gan his preparation for another visit a short time I waa entirely cured." Guaranteed at all drug stores. Price 60c
home.
Business called me abroad and for
MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT SUN
five yeais 1 heaid i.otning from Ed- - SEPTEMBER
23.

,
rooms
Albuquerque, N.

CONTRACTOR

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
W. S. STRICKLER,

& BUILDER.

wm. Mcintosh

J.

A. L. Morgan.
CONTRACTOR AND BIJir.DKn Ftl- mates cheerfully furnished; Job wora; solicited. Automatic 'pbone TH; Shop ll
North second street. Albuquerque, N. M.

DEPOSITORY

PHYSICIANS.

o

MASONIC BULGING,

IN.

'

1

B. A. SLEYSTER
INSURANCE,

f

REAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC

'

I

d

.

g

'

attor-hesitatio- n

Dr. J. E. Bronson.
Homeopathlo 1'byslclan.
W hltln
Room 17.

5, CROMWELL BLOCK.
Autainatic Telephone, 174.

5mokc the White Lily Cigjr

JOE RICHARDS,

FALL TERM.

CIGARS
113

Railroad Ave.

W.

1- -2

BAKERY

SIMON

BALLING, Proprietor.
Successor to Balling Bros.

CAKE

A

G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
STOLL. Secretary.
Gleekler Ulock, Cor. Fourth street
and Gold avenue.

MENT OR

"NOW, JULIA, CONFESS."
bad been, and I think he appreciated
the pure, deep devotion of his loyal
parent. He was a wayward boy, with
trong passions, governed nio;e by Impulse than good Judgment.
When he reached bis twenty-firs- t
year he left the village In which he
was born to seek his fortune in the
came frequently
wide world.
to the widow to cheer her loneliness.
He went to California and the letters
He was praccame less frequently.
ticing law, aud the papers he sent
home often mentioned his talents and
the hlj-'- lank he wa.6 destinid to take
ln bis profession. Other mothers
thought bow proud Marcaret must be
of her bon, but the widow felt very
I was
her confidential friend
Bad.
and I knew her sorrow. Brilliant and
full of interest as the letters were, descriptive of his active life and the
varied trencs through which he passed, hbe would have given them all for
One line from his heart.
After five years' absence Edgar
came to Cliff. iale previous to settling
In New York. The first time I saw
blm I was Hurtled by the change In
liis appearance. T!ie bright, heulthy
g
eyes und the
color, the dark,
erect, noble cairlago were exchanged
for bi n, sallow, sunken cheeks and a
slow, stooping motion. He looked ten
years older than he was. He only
stayed a few weeks, but v hi n he left
Cliffdale he was b trothed to Amy
Graham.
A few months after Easter I went
to New York, but it was borne time

Comfort Underwear
COSTS US MORE THAN OTHERS BUT
WE DON'T RAISE THE PRICE TO YOU

SPECIALTY

'

f

We sell Mentor Underwear because
we know it will please our customers
more than any other kind, and that
pays us best in the end.
The manufacturers of Mentor stand
back of our garments to you on every
garment, for fit no shrining even
when boiled; for comfort soft, warm,

yarn; for health because it readily absorbs the body's
perspiration, and keeps you warm.
We would like you to try Mentor
Carments.
We will take them back if they are
not right.

Made in Union and
Two-PiecSuits for
the Whole Family
e

HARNESS.

SADDLES,

RAILROAD

Contractoraiul Builder
AND FACTORY

West Coppsr Avenue

ALIiUQUEKljUE.N.M,

wkst ijaimioai) avknui;

Nothing on the Market Equal to
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy.
This fact Is well known to druggists
evi-rwhere, and nine out of ten will
Klve thilr customers
this preparation
when i lie het Is nuked for. Mr, Ohe
Itmor. a prominent druKKlHt of Joplln-Mo- .,
In a circular to his customers, says:
"There Is nothing on the
In the
way of ji.itent medicine nmrket
which ciiuals
Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera and Dlar-rho- e
ltemeily for bowel complaints. We
sell and recommend this preparation."
l'or BiiW by all dealers.

oococo3txxxxxx30(x7)cx:xxxxx:
i
.

Phones, Auto. 108; Colo., Black 265.

IKY UUK

Rankin & Co.

Fresh Meats ar.d Sausages

A Specially

FIRE INSURANCE.
RTAL ESTATE

I.

UNION

Automatic Phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.

HAY, GRAIN

Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fixtures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.
Iron

412 W. Railroad Ave.
AUTO.

'PHONE, 671.

iuu;

rtrte
INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building
Office at J. C. Buldrldt;e'a
yard.

COLO.X.

xxxs x xx x x x xxxx rz xxxxxxxxxxxixixxisir

E "OLD
RELIABLE"

ESTABLISHED

M

B.

Grain

Flour,
Carrie

1878

PUTNEY

WHOLESALE

GROCER

and

Provisions.

the Largest and Most Extensive Stock ot
Staple Groceries In the Southwest.

Farm and Freight Wagons
M

4LBUQIERQUE.

RAILROAD AVENUE.

N

M

M

XTXXITTXXXXXmXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXTTXXXXTXXXXXXXXXHI

CEMENT SIDEWALKS
We ar now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first
class material and employ competent workmen which justiOur prices will
fies us In giving you a positive guarantee.
compare favorably with responsible competition.

LALG11L1N

Fine Line

IIVDHMIC

STONE

COMPANY

AUTOMATIC 1'IION'K 711

MARKET

207 West Gold Aveune
CO

AND FEED
Wholesale and Retail.
HIDES, PELTS AND WOOL
J. B. MacMANUS, Manager.
602 South First Street Both Phones

A. C. WALKER,

H. COX, Manager.

x

LOANS

PRODUCE

Standard

v

AVE

1

THE GLOBE STORE

BIDS WANTED

ETC.

A. W. HAYDEN

CLARKYILLE

McPHERSON, Vice Pres.
Asst. Cashier.

ROY MCDONALD,

H EATING CO.

merry-go-roun-

OFFICE

D. A.

PLUMBING AND

TAILOR

MERCHANT

W.LTrimble&Cc

412

iA-tttr-s

fla.-liin-

I

$100,000
$250,000

The

R. O.

Concessions and privileges on fair
grounds and on the streets ln the city
of Albuquerque, during the twenty'
fifth territorial fair, to be held at Al
buquerque, N. M., September 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, and 23, 1905:
Peanuts and popcorn, bar, spar JewLIVERY. SALE. FEED AND
elry, novelties, score cards and programs, candy, soft drinks, cushions.
TRANSFER STABLES.
sandwiches and lunches, canes, novel
Horses and Mules bouehtand exchang- ties,
burnt leather
ed. Address W. L. Trimble .V Co., goods, cane rack, whip rack, button
emblems, shooting gallery, doll rack,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
pool
selling, knife rack, sovenlr
BEST TURNOUTS IN
badges, Jewelry spindle, etc.
TIIE CITY.
Bids to be opened at 12 o'clock,
SECOND STREET,
noon, August 25, the association re
BETWEEN RAILROAD
serving the rl;,'ht to reject such bids
AND COPPER AVENUES.
as they desire. Address, D. K. B,
Sellers, Secretary, Albuquerque, N. M.
"W.

BANK

SESSION

EVENING

let-:er-

409

NATIONAL

O. N. MARRON, President.
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.

Thos. F. Keleher

-

Depository tor Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railway
Company.

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we would like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.

O. BAMBINI HAS OPENED BUST
We desire patronage and we
guarantee first class baking
NESS AT NO. 209 WEST RAIL'07 S. First Street,
ROAD AVENUE.
Albuquerque
I have opened a merchant tailoring
establishment upstairs over No. 209
West Railroad avenue, and solicit the
patronage
of the general, public.
Suits made too order. Clothes cleaned
I
PAINTS, OILS. VARNISHES AND BRUSHES pressed and repaired. The specific
use will not injure the cloth. Ladies'
garments also cleaned, and walking
Palmetto Roof Paint stops all
skirts made to order. Fit guaranteed
leaks.
Have had 15 years' experience ln
.. One gallon Devoes' Paint covers. this city. Give me a trial.
. . 300 square feet two coats.
O. BAMBINI,

LEATHER,

p

For particulars call or address

' PIONEER
WEDDING

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

Albuquerque Business College Opens
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Cotirses Bookkeeping and Penman'
ship, Shorthand, Typewriting,
Eng
lish, Spanish and Mechanical Draw
ing.
DAY AND

Paid-u-

L1UUE1UK

OF

dalr

voyant and business medium, 120
South Arno street. Office hours: 10
to 3 daily. Evenings and Sundays by
annomtment.

M.

STATE

THE

FE RAILWAY

Capital, Surplus and
Profits, 1250,000.00

Officers and Directors:
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS,... President
M. W. FLOURNOY,...Vice
President
FRANK McKEE
Cashier
W. W. WOODS
Assistant Cashier
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Director
U. S. DEPOSITORY.

CLAIRVOYANT.
Mrs. Alice Coburn Hayward,

I

Authorized Capital,
1500,000.00

BANK

Block

r.ROMwn

O. E.

FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA & SANTA

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

VETERINARY.
Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. S.
Veterinary
and dentist.
surKeon
Horses, cattle and dops treated by
the latest, up to date, approved, scientific methods. Oflico at Trimbles'
stables.
Old phone, 3: auto., 122.

ROOM

1

d

THIRD ST

Asst.

Cashier:
geort.p apmot

solomon luna

A. M. BLACKWELL

FIRST
NATIONAL

1

1

SOLOMON LUNA, President;
V. P. and Cashier; W. J. Johnson,

C. BALDRIDGE

Conner, M. D., D. 0.
Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
President New Mexico Board of Osteopathy.
All
diseases
successfully
Offllce
treated.
Barnett buildtnit.
Hours. 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
phones. Sundays by appointment.

of meet- - gar.

AND

,

Walling-ford-

Harnett building,
Doth 'phones.

M.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMODATION
SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $150,000.00

C, H.

kinds of fresh and salt
Meats. Steam Sausage Factory.

All

1

ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O.

CASINO

I

N. T.
Bulte
Armllo null'llmr, Albiinuerqun. N. M.
18,

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

BOTH PHONCU

uocxxxxxxjocxixxxxxxjc
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Airy
Rooms

ichae 's

College

SANTA FE, N. M.
5
5
p

titlHiittlllUtllUllllti

The

Forty-Sevent-

h

Year

BEGINS SEPT. 4, 1905

Reasonable
Rates

Mrs. Owan DlnttiMl. Prop

St.

BRO. BOTULPH,
as

PRESIDENT

I

T

FLY.mm

?

Three Whoie lESochs

If

EVENING CITIZEN,

ALHUQUKUOUE

FRIDAY, AUG. 25, 1905.

im

Only for One Week, beginning August 20th and
UllUlIlg nUgUOL

ft A

Feet Each

142

Si 'Book

DOWN

that time according to above payments you

This offer is only good for this week.

IBIlQGk
What more do you want?

have invested only $460.

will

WEEK

PER

far

Estimated Value in Three Years
In

ULII

item M ddHtlom, NsgMamid

Twelve Lots in Each Block,. 50 x

?VO

FACE THREE

SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY

11

W.

.

tjf

BRIDGE.B EACH 8t COS

."SUPERIOR"

ntys-sjii-

jggar

''

snaggya

t'

.

uu.'s.au
rfgrcrarfc

jKr,XTt

v

V-Pr- es.

wuu

At,

Mi-o-n-

Every one with weak digestion
should use
at this season, and
so strengthen the stomach that, disease genus can have no effect whatever. This rema;kable remedy puts
the whole digestive system
in so
healthy, clean and sweet a state that
fermentation of the food cannot exist .that any disease germs which
may enter the stomach will be destroyed and food will be so readly assimilated that a rapid and health increase iu flesh will result.
a

eye-sor-

J. D. EMMONS
(Successor to Futrelle Furniture Co.)
Corner Coal and Second.

Nervousness and sleeplessness come
more often from a weak stomach than
tiom any other cause, headache, backache and rheumatic pains are directly
caused by an acid condition of the
corrects all this,
stomach.
prevents the formation of acids and
nervousness, kidney trouble, or rheumatism. Is quickly cured.
Ask J. H. O Kielly & Co. to sow
you the guarantee under which they
sell
Price 50 cents. It costs
nothing unless it cures.

Will not do you any good unless you
have some money to put In It. The
surest way to get money aheaa Is to
buy all your Clothing, Shoes, Dry
Goods, Underwear, Enamelware, Tinware, Crockery, and of course, your'
Groceries, at our store. We are the
acknowledged low price store In the
whole city. A few prices will give you
an inkling of our fine goods:
If you pay $3.50 for a shoe, come
and look at ours at $2.50. If you pay
$4 for a shoe, come and look at ours
at $3. If you pay $5 for a shoe, come
and look at ours at $3.50. If you pay
a shoe, come and look at ours
$6
st $4. All plainly marked; one price
to everybody. If you pay 35c or 40c
for your coffee, try ours at 25c. No
risk. Your money back If you want
It. If you pay 30c for coffee, try ours
for 20c. If you pay 75c or $1 for tea,
try ours, any kind Gunpowder, English Breakfast or Japan, at 50c, If
you pay 60c for tea, try ours any
kind you want, at 40c. Remember,
we guarantee all our goods.
Your
money back If you want It.
THE CASH BUYERS' UNION,
Wm. Dolde, Proprietor.
Auto 'Phone, 592.
122 N. Second.
All goods delivered.

a

to

Denial of Report That Contract For Building Western
Pacific Has Been Let
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CONDUCTORS
Be Observed
RECEIVE INJURIES.
THE DINING
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SANTA FE IS THE WAY
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The Scenic Features, the Mining
This contract will call for the con- - across the sea is defraying the ex- "Secretary of New Mexico."
Centers, the Commercial Cities,
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Early Risers. These famous little pills
Mr. Ramsey had made to Frederick
are a certain guarantee asainst head
A. Delano, vice president of tne Wa- GENERAL TARKINGTON
ATTENDING TOURNAMENT ache, biliousness, torped liver and all;
bash, and his successor as head of the
Wabatli-Piitsbui'Terminal, 'ii.ey imof the ills resulting from constipation.
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Cure Jaundice. Sold by all druggists.
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cook
Don't wait for an
Many of the best parts of the state
gas the humane way.
make any disparaging remarks con- - where he will represent the national
can be reached by no other rail way.
oerning him. It was pointed out that guard of New Mexico at the national
A blessing nilke to young and old;
Are you lnterestoa in Colorado?
Mr. Delano was a trustee of Harvard target practice being held there under
university and a man of wealth, who the auspices of the United States Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild Straw-- '
Send three cents In stamps for our
berry. Nature's specific for dysentery,'
was not obliged to enter business, but army.
beautiful Illustrated look, "Picturesque Colorado," to
diarrhoea and summer complaint.
who had taken up railroading because
T. E. FISHER, Gen. Pass Agt..
A SPOON SHAKER.
ot his fondness for the pursuit.
MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT SUN
Denver, Colo.
SEPTEMBER 23.
Straight From Coffeedom.
SLAG TO BE TAKEN FROM
THE COPPER QUEEN DUMP.
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WITH OUR PILSNER BEER

Is what, we are doing with every one who testa
its delicious flavor and strengthening qualities.
There is no warm weather beverage that can
compare with this refreshing drink on a warm
day. It is not only pleasant to taste but i invigorating and wholesome. $3 per case of 2 dozen
quarts. $2 per

cp 2 dozen pints.

ASK FOR DIAMOND ICE

Auto. Phone 292.

Colo. Phone 93

Get our prices before you buy. We
have for a short time a few good
brick and frame houses and choice
vacant lots, on easy terms,
AT
PRICES.
Have vacant lots on the Highlands
from $100 to $300; $10 down, and $1
per week. This Is a good Investment
and will double In price In a short
time. We have renters for all classes
of buildings, but very few to rent. It
will pay you to list your property
with us. All business entrusted with
us will receive prompt attention.

Auto, 'Phone No. 316

Residence Auto. Thone No. 29P

Bell 'Phone No. 115

BED-ROC-
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Real Estate Dealers. Moved to 208'2
West Gold Ave., ground floor.
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Southwestern Brewery & Ice Company
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Sellers, Mgr.
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SEPTEMBER FOUR
IS LABOR
for positions in the Pullman service,
as iu other lines of work in the south-- ,
west, are chronic wanderers, and they
have held so many positions in a tew
years past that verification of their UOVeilOr OtCTO ISSUCS
LUry pivovui lilt; ill, 13 I'l Of
lUiAiua,
ticaiiy impossible.
lamation AsRmg That

D. K. B.
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With

With the object of getting a satisfactory article you should not hesitate to pay a few dollars more, and
have the satisfaction of knowing that
you have the Best. A Range is either
e
to the housea pleasure or an
wife. Buy a Superior Range and
housekeeping will always be pleasant.
We have them, from the cheapest to
the Best. "Get the Habit."

OF WABASH SYSTEM

Flournoy, Sec.

Keep Well by Strengthening the Stomach in Summer

Price is Forgotten

GOULD PRESIDENT

M, W.

GUARD AGAINST GERMS

The Memory of Quality

o

Solomon Luna,

Greer, Pres.

I

WHO ARE THE KNIGHTS?
FOR FINE FLAVORED FRUIT,
ASK FOR W. JENKS' GREEN LABEL

ESMERALDA

HIGH

CLASS

FRUIT, AND SEE THAT YOU GET
IT. FOR SALE BY A. J. MALOY,
JAFFA GROCERY
CO., WALL &
DEXTER.
v

Funeral Director
and Em balm er
OL.UB BUILDING.

COMMERCIAL

City Undertaker

wErseRK

GENERAL REPAIR SHOP.
have opened a general repair s'nop
on South Third street, back of Walton's drug store, and solicit the trade
of the city.
L. 11. SHOEMAKER- I

VISIBLE

j

The Best
of Colorado

j

TYPEWRITERS
THE

CELEBRATED
ft.
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BOTTLED

V- -
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The best machine
la the world. This
Is no experiment,
but has been tested
and tried, and has
200,000 In use. If
you are Interested
In typewriters call
on or address

Ji.

i'

WHISKEY

i

.

BONC

IN

GEO. S. RAiyiSEY

1

Colorado Southern
Railway

i

401 W. R.R. Ave.

General Agent for
THE

T.

GEO.

ST.eG CO.,

New Mexico.

DISTILLER
FRANKFORT

Y.
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arpnis for Casino Canned
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Heekin
Granite Flour.
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BOTOE T'roprletors.

CrUIJ ROOMS

AND

FINK RESTAURANT IX CONNECTION
Finest Whiskies, Imported and Domestic Wines andi
Cognac.
The coolest .md highest grade of lager served.
Finest and best imported and domestic Cigars.

s
s

in 1882.

F. G. PRATT &
Sole

&

cafe!

00. IS

Goods,
Coffees,

AND "FANCY
STAPLE
GROCERIES
214 South Second Street.

1

the
ST, EI110

U

FINEST
AND

WHISKIES.

BRANDIES.

WINES
ETC.

r

JOSEPH

RRNETT, Prop.

Creamery Butter Eest on
AND CLUBR00M3
SIMPLE
'0 West HaitroaJ Avenue
Earth.
UtUKSitSHXaraK''lStt3l33SlIa3t3l
Ordsrs Solftited
Free Delivery sSO?IIS!S;BfWrTJ,.'ffWPtKflMBffifflsO'Jl'jJ
H.iltboro

--

Toti l Gradi,

in
Dealers
PROVISIONS, HAY
GRAIN AND FUEL.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders
for this line with us.

CROCERIES,

213 215217

NORTH

THIRD STREEtI

We Fill

Prescriptions
RIGHT,

at consistent prices

B.

RUPPE

Rati to Bank cl Conwutcs
203 West R. R. Ave.
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MAN

WHO NEVER

By The Citizen Publishing Company
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Chicago Newt

Jim Johnson made a lucky strike
About a j car or two ago.
He was a man I used to like
Hefore his head expanded so.
It's size Is largi r than his hat.
And now he holds li pretty high.
I don't think 1 would ad l.ke Hint,
Hut then I've had no chance to try.

SlUKiliSTIONS

that the rvcrtii UM Miction
The New Mexican sn-liy fire of the Inrise stun- - house lmiMini; on the Fort Marry addition, which has heretofore been uswl l"r tir Horticultural Fair, has probably iletroed the chance of
Tioldinc a fair at Sant l Ke this year, us there Is no other
suitable plare, and the Uur grounds whieh it ,s prcpool
to arrange for various public purposes, cann.'t possibly
lie put In Khape before net sprite:.
This Is renrcl table as there is such an abundance of
fine fruit this yiar that a lnauuil'leent exliib Mon could
raslly bo made. Hut this evy circunictance. presents an
opportunity to the luanniiers of the I. as Vci::i and
fairs, which (hey will bo wise to make the most
of. Horticulture Is one of the main blanches of industry
In Now .Mexico and Its importance Is iuereasli.i; every
year.
If, continues the New Mexican, the I.as Vegas and
Albuquerque fair associations will now offer premiums
sufficient in amount, and so carefully apportioned among
varieties, as to justify the raisin:-- ; of fine find and making such exhibits, the result will be excelkni. The chicT
value of such an exhibition,, particularly in a country
where much planting is beinit done, and the people rued
Information as to the vanities which succeed the- best.
Is In having the lante number of arieties shown and all
with correct names. In this way, valuable uit.ii inaiion
Is given and the very best varieties will be selected for
future plant inc.
They cannot do better, concludes the paper at the
capital, than follow the carefully arranged premium list
of the New Mexico Horticultural Society in this regard.
The Capitan News says: "Appreciating the pood
advertising, with which an
to be attained by jmlh-luexhibit of farm and orchard products should be proper. y
classed, the News has this proposition to make to the
farmers of Lincoln county.
"Send to this office, not later than September 10th.
mall samples of your best products, such as corn, wheat,
oats, barley, hay, etc., potatoes and all kinds of vegetables and the fruits that will at this season of the year
stand Bhipping.
"We wid undertake the labeling, packing and ship-pinto Albuquerque, to be on exhibition at the territorial
fair, which begins September lSih, and runs to the 2"rd.
"Make your exhibits as small and select as possible,
consistent with a gixid effect, send them in and we will
do the rest. Hy concerted action on the part of the farmers, great good may be accomplished and that, too, at little trouble and cost."
s
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OWING TO OUR CROWDED CONDITION WE MUST

WANTED CHANCE TO TRY

Published Daily find Weekly
W. T. McCREIGHT
W. 8. STRICKLER
Pusiness Mutineer
Provident
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THE NEXT TEN DAYS FIFTEEN OR TWENTY

IN

Tom Smithers' wca.thy uncle died
And Tommy go! the whole estate.
That fellow wasn't sa;;-iiTo spend it at a decent rate
He threw the dollars left and right-- He
don't think that I
burned 'em.
Would be a spendthrift, ihoiuh I might.
1 never hail a chance to try.
d

1

Allni-querqti- e

on the road two full cars of Pianos, the largest
have
VV
shipment ever brought into New Mexico. We have
not the space to store them all, so for the next ten days we
will make prices that will move them. Below we give you
a few of the many bargains we have:
"ImJTE

have Known
Have gone entirely to the bail
Hy getting rich, and
haw frown
To think that wealth Is something sad.
And yet, I'm sure my steilmr. senso
Its Influences would defy.
I'd use it. with intelligence.
I'd like to have a chance to try.
A

dozen men that

I

1

.

-

ts

s

The Socorro Chieftain says that "New Mexico is progressing materially ami intellectually at a rate that
would put her bumptious eastern critics to sliune (T they
were capable of that saving grace." Yet ihat man Curtis
who the Chieftain says was giving N"v Mexico column
after column of very readable advertising, and whom, it
claims, the joint statehooders abused because he did not
favor jointure, says it is doubtful whether New Mexico is
progressing or retrograding, but If it is advancing the
Advance is so slight as to be inappreciable.

IIOMIi

IN

I I

Hi CLOUDS

When the El Paso & Southwestern railroad bought
the El Paso & Northeastern and began to prepare for the
removal of the Northeastern shops from Alamogordo to
HI Paso, there arose the fear In Otero county that the
new company was about to abandon the enterprises inaugurated by the old company, and which had done so
much to accelerate the development of that county. However, the fear seems to have been unfounded, especially
with reference to one of the principle of these enterprises, the Clouderoft Tesort.
Concerning it, the Silver Lining, published at Cloud-croft- ,
says that it Is reported on excellent authority that
a large addition will be built to the lodge, or company hotel, before next season. The architect who was there
with V. R. Styles and Garnett King completed the general outline of plans on the new addition. The annex
will Include one hundred rooms, with baths, and a large
underground cafe, and steam laundry. In the neighborhood of $25,000 will be expended on Improvements and
banistered roads and highways in every direction from
town will be built. The improvements are to be made on
the same order as the Southwestern railway does everything they undertake. Ample provision will be made to
accommodate 500 guests.
This will Insure a large force of workmen there this
winter and coming spring as carpenters, graders on roads
and laborers excavating a mammoth lake.
The new improvements will be the outcome of the
large crowds going there this summer. Every habitable
cottage and dwelling house in the town has been in demand and Btlll many have been forced to return on the
next train after arriving on account of not being able
to secure lodging or houses suitable for occupancy.
A number of sales of town property have taken place
recently and the outlook for another boon In Clouderoft
on a larger scale than ever before U evident to the most
Indifferent observer.
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Slightly shop worn and rented Oxford Golden
Oak. Regular price $350, sale price

One Chickering Bros. Piano (best rriake in the
World' case slightly damaged in shipping Santo
Domingo, Mahogany. Regular price $550, sale

One Mahogany Cecilian, slightly shop worn
used in oxst store about seven weeks. Regular
price $250, sale price

From Sao Francisco Cfcroricle

the London Haily Mail, Sir Walter Foster, M. P.,
replies to the alarming forecast of Professor
that a cholera invasion Is Imminent In India, by
saying that "there Is a danger which is much more seri-iouand that is the extreme probability of an invasion
of the bubonic plague." Of the fearful sweep of this
disease Sir Walter Foster says: "The endemic settlement of the plague In India is the great source of peril.
We are now in the ninth year of the prevalence of plainn ! "pie
gue, and from 1S00 to libit no fewer than 3.1.-.In
r words,
or,
otlu
have died of plague in Hindustan,
l:i the
c.hulit one out of every H() of the inhabitants.
first year, ISIi!, there were fewer than i.oonu ,eatlis.
Last year over one million died of plague, or a'mai one
in 300 of the population in a single year, and in the first
four months of this year, liiUo, over b'.Mi.iMiu deaths occurred, or more by 100, OUU than in the same period last
year."
Bringing it down to today, Sir Walter warns ns thai
the most "serious aspect of this scouige is that it is
among some of the most v,rorous and war.iki
races of the Indian peninsula, the men from wnom we recruit our best soldiers. In the Punjab, for Instance, with
a population of 27,uoo,uou or about the same as in England, 350,000 persons died in one year. In twelve weeks
alone of 19i4 2j0,imw deaths occurred, and in the year
inhabitants
there was one death in every seventy-sevea death rate from one disease more than ha.f the death
rate per annum from all diseases in an unhealthy British
town, In some localities, the death rate was as high as
The virulence of the disease is anone in thirty-three- .
other point that requires consideration, the morta.ity
in India being from 75 to So per cut of those attacked.
The eccentricity of the progress of the plague has been
well marked during the nine years it has been in India
by the remarkable way in which it has skipped over
some places and attacked others."
The extreme gravity of the situation warranted its
appearance before the house of commons, and "Mr. Hrod-rick- ,
in his opening statement on that occasion, seemed
to derive some satisfaction from the facts that only 115
deaths occurred among one hundred and forty thousand
died,
native troops, and that in the jails only twenty-threalthough 150 of Jails were situated in infected districts.
The significance of these figures is that they prove that
under proper sanitary precautions the risk of the spread
of plague is greatly lessened, and the lesson which should
be learned is that a systematic attempt should be made
to introduce throughout the whole of India a proper and
efficient state sanitary service. Hitherto the government
has appointed two commissions. The commission of IS'.iS
did some excellent work, but it was too bacteriological in
its character, and had not a single member who could
he called an epidemiologist. What was wanted then, and
is wanted still, is a study of the whole question on the
spot by men skilled in the study of epidemics and expert
Hut what
in the methods of suppressing them.
Is more essential Is the steady development of a numerous and efficient public service for improving the sanitary conditions under which the people in India live, and
for gradually bringing about those healthier conditions
which would effectually check the spread of this and
other epidemics."
...
In
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SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS
Established 1900

BUY A PIANO NOW

HUY A PIANO NOW
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City Market
John W. Abbott, Prop.

Only

m

a

the Best

Meats, Butter and Eggs
109 North Second St.

fVJ.

e

According to the Denver News in round numbers It
SELECTIONS MADE FROM
takes $3,000,000,000 to represent the Increase in market
value of railway and industrial shares since the present
advance set In. There have been temporary setbacks,
PRESS OF SOUTHWEST
but, dating from the cessation of war In South Africa and
the clearing from the. boards of such exploded industrials
aa Morgan's "American Shipping" the general trend has
Sheep Men Strictly In It.
been upward, Sustained mainly by the outflow of gold
from the mines of South Africa, America and Australia
When a sheep man can sell a four months' old lamb
'
and by the extending market for different forms of Amer- at $4 and get $2 for the fleece of wool from the ewe it
looks like taking candy away from the baby, and this is
ican manufactures.
just what the sheepmen are doing this year. However,
lambs will be sold just the same this fall, provided the
CUUTIS STILL
prbe keeps up, but should the price go down the sheepMr. William E. Curtis, under date of the li'th Instant men will hold to them. They have plenty of feed and
writes another long letter to his newspaper, the Chicago wiil lie In position where they can hold them. There is
Record-Herald- ,
telling Its readers how unanimous the op- scarcity of sheep with a big demand for wool, all of
position to Joint statehood Is In Arizona. He tells how which means good skating for the shteptnen. Denver
the people of Arizona are going to get the president to Field and Farm.
put a clause in his message to congress against It. bow
American Mining Congress.
they are going to send a monster remonstrance against it
to both houses of congress, and how If the c.mur. ss
The American Mining Congress, which takes place
passes the bill, and the people of Arizona should adopt at Ki I'aso in November seems to be attracting more ata constitution under the bill, how "the people of Arizona" tention than evr this year. We suppose this is due to
will take the question Into the supreme court of the fu- the entrrprise of the officers of the association and of
the increased interest in everything that pi rtains to minlled States, to test the question as to whether or not
has power to put a people into the fuion as a ing in tin: fnited States. The hi I'aso people seem to
state, when they vote themselves In by their own votes. be figuring on giving the congress and those in attend
We are not Joking, this is the substance of just what the ance some amusement, as a regular old fashioned bull
great writer, W. E. Curtis, says in the letter referred to. fight is promised and a grand ball and reception at which
Curtis, after villifylng New Mexico, is now spending the governers of many of the Mexican slates have prom
his vacation down In Arizona as the guest of Frank M. ised 10 be present.- Tres I'iedras Mining Review.
and writes Just what
Murphy and other
Bad Blood and Murder.
they want him to write. Just what It is presumed he was
brought out there to write. Ho does not say a word
As the "Outlook" goes to press it receives word from
about the thousands of people in Arizona who are in Arabella, that on Saturday night. Deputy Sheriff Antonio
favor of the jointure. He does not say a word about the Cordova shot and ki.lt d llnlvino Sedil'.o, at a dance
dozens of editorials that have been written in recent Tin-rwas a drunken row; Sediilo was quarreling with
weeks down there asking that the question be submitted tin' grandfather of Cordova and Antonio ordered blni to
to a vote of the people.
s'np, when Sediilo picked up rocks and struck Cordova
Oh no, that is not what he is there for. He tells o r the eye and knocked him down. Cordova then shot
about the unanimity of the Phoenix convention, but he Sediilo twice, hitting him in the breast and killing him
does not tell about the way that was called, or about the ;i m. st Instantly.
There was considi rable bad blooi
fact that no one who favored Jointure would be given a between the parties. Cordova is sti.l at large and more
seat in that celebrated assemblage. Oh no, he te Is t.oh tr.tuble Is expected. White Oaks Ou'look.
lug about that, or of the hundreds of people in Tucson
and other towns who are agitating for a convention to
Onions Fine Crop in Mesilla Valley,
favor jointure.
The fanners and gardeners in the Mesilla valley
s
Silver lias reached HlHi, the highest point since de- have been busy during the last we. k harvesting their
atel getting them ready for the market. The crop
monetization, anil there Is every prospect for a boom In
mining. The rise appears to be founded In a per is good this year, considering the dry spell that prevailed
ailvc-fectly legitimate demand, according to the word from r'ght at the timo that the onion needed moat water. Some
Ixrodpn and Washington, and may continue for many crops are making upwurd of Hh hi") pounds to the acre.
hi Paso lkrald.
months.

VIITIiS

One special leader In Solid Old English Oak,
made right and a good tone. Sale price

T ifes

DRAGOiB

We

Cigars and Tobacco, anf
All Kindt of Fresh Meat.
No. 100 North Broadway.

Groceries,

Offer to supply you with anything In
our line, at prices that are fair and
square, and we are now making

Corner Wasnmgton ATenn.
New MaxJee
Albuquerque,

Special Prices
On the Following

"AMBULANCE"

f
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DHALER IN

General Merchandise
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cd
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to 3

en.

y

cd

FOR
MOVING THE SICK OR INJURED.
$9
Prompt Service Day or Night.
.. .$6.75
W. STRONG'S SONS,
$3 China Tea Sets
$6
25c Colo. Phone, 76
40c China Salad Bowls
Automatic, 147.
Decorated Haviland China, at 20
$12 Refrigerators
$3.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves.

0.

O. DINSDALE

per cent discount.
75c Glass Berry Sets
35c Glass Water Pitchers
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$4.50 Decorated Lamps

Steam Cereal Cookers
50c Steam Egg Poachers
$12.50 Buggy Harness
$1

25c
20c
$1.25
$3.25
65c
40o
$10.50

Highland Livery

A. SIMPIER

o. w.
Ill

THE HAPPV HOUSEWIFE
takes pride in her bread aa4
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread wlM be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful,
and
her cakes, pies and pastry dainty,
delicate and light.

fTROMQ BLOCK

AVE.

Who

UNDERTAKERS
If we don't do your

HA U LING

SUPERINT "NOENTe

we both lose money. We
haul anything quickest and
best service In city. Excavating a speciality.

FAIRVIEW

AND

SANTA

BAR-

BARA CEMETERIES

Albuquerque Transfer Co.
MONUMENTS.

Auto phone 362 Colo, Blk 155
Geo. M. Baccus, Prop.

M. BERGER

Both 'Phones.
North Second Street.
AND SEPTEMBER ARE
THE WORST MONTHS FOR CHICKEN CHOLERA.
INTERNATIONAL
POULTRY FOOD WILL CURE THAT
IVES, THE FLORIST.
25
CENT PACKAGE CONDISEASE.
Fresh Cut Flowers.
12
100
FOWLS.
TAINS
FEEDS FOR
IT
COMING,
FAILS. E.
PRICE REFUNDED IF
KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT
W. FEE, 620 SOUTH SECOND ST.
SUN, SEPTEMBER 23.
AUGUST

Mini

201-21-

WHOLESALE

& Eakin

:i4 West Copper

"EMPhCSS.- -

Ave.

Large new stock just in.
Everybody welcome to look through
our large three-floo- r
repository.

LIQUOR AND CIGAP
DEALERS

Exclusive Asrents for Yellowsiou- and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet & Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A
li. C. Bohemian and Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners anc
distributors of the Ivarado Whiskey. Write for our illustrated catalou ue anr
price list. Automatic Telephone 199. Salesroom 111 South First Street
Albuqiieraue New Mexico.

Furniture
Bargains.

o 7

;Boarding Horses a Specialty

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company
FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD

SsjjMj

STABLE

We are now open for business, with
a new and second-hanline of furniture, at 114 South Fourth street, in

the Gleckler building.
IRVAN

&

HAYGOOD.

v:

Pleasure is yours when
you have one of our
high-grad-

e

...VEHICLES

AND

HARNESS
i

PRICES IOWER THAN EVER.

J. KORBER &

GO

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.
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Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

Um

THE DIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

Store Closes 12:30 to 2:30 during
August.
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Stop and Think

Telegraph Operator Charged
With Altering Santa Fe

Mi

Pass Sent to Jail.
PATHETIC

SCENE

HEARING

AT

.1

iid

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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ii
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0
0
0

es

Albctt Fabcr,

Plumbing, Gas Fitting, and Dram Laying

0

0
0

fev&sli

0

SE'E' OUf? RER3NAMT COUNTER

0

Carpets and Rugs

0
0

HALF PRICE

SALE AT ONE

Floor Coverings

r

0

OK

for a moment. What would be the use
of Inviting you to our store If we did
not have the right

This morning at If o'clock before
A. J. Crawford, occurred the
preliminary hearing of K. R. Rowan,
the telegiaph operator who was ar-restiwl ,,i 1 iiicflqv vrti ti and lnricrmt
one visit under such circumstances
in the city Jail charged with filtering
would be enough. But we want you
a Santa i'e pass. After considering
as a constant caller, so we make sura
the testimony introduced, the court
to have
thought the case against the accused II I .it:
i
was strong enough to hold him to
await the action of the grand Jury,;
and the young' man was bound over
in the sum of $3."U bonds, lie failed
to give the bond and was remanded
; i
to the county Jail.
Rowan told a plausible story In re-- .
Bard to how the pass came to be al- tered, claiming that it was done by a
that you can find no fault with-prictramp opciator and unknown to him.
you cannot criticise.
lie is 23 years old anil In court with
his brother, a bright looking boy of
IS years, a pathetic scene took plae
when the Judge decided that he must
answer to the grand Jury. Tears came
305 Ratfroad Aventfe
to the eyes of the accused boy and he
could not speak for the lump that was
in his throat. The younger boy bravely held back the tears and tried to
console his !; other, but it was a sad
spectacle and as both the boys are
young and this is probably the first
trouble for them, their case cannot
help but solicit sympathy.
Iloth the boys are telegraph operators. Rowan worked at Isleta for
the Santa Ke and the younger brother
. .
I
La
wiujj ILL
UllblO- Oellll ...III
Will UW
llliv jrcai.. II
for the Postal Telegiaph company at
kept busy mowing down graft and
Socorro. At the time tho rider boy
was arrested, both were on their way
Why not help us to get
scandals.
to their home in Kansas, a small
busy?
Let
us quote you low prices on
town near Kansas City,
Mo.
That
a good enduring plumbing job.
heretofore they have borne excellent
reputations is shown by letters they
CITV INSTITUTE OPf-N- S
MONDAY
have in their possession f,om former
employes. They are the sons of a respected iamily and do not want to let
(Continued from Page 1.)
122 WEST SILVER AVENUE
their parents know of the trouble that
Automatic Telephone, No. 847.
Mata 17. Tway, Nellie Kaplan, Anita one of them has gotten into.
Colorado Telephone, No. 78 Red.
Thomas, Mabel C Hunt, .Maud Ous
Tlie boys are members of the
ters, i.ucy H.izeUline, Sir. J. It. Mc- - telegraph operators' union and their
'
l olliiin, principal.
cards show them to be In good standFourth Ward: Misses E. I,. Ever-itt- . ing. It Is said that steps are now be- fXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Minnie Maker, Elizabeth Wllloy, ing; taken to straighten out the
Helen Kodey, Minnie Delhi, Elizabeth
I!. Mowers, Mr. A. II. Mc- l.erwig.
l ar.nnd. principal.
Substitute Te&clins:
Misses May
Hazeldiue and Ada Vaughn.
What Schilling's Dcst does
Central Building
Room 18, N. T. Armijo Building.
Seventh Craile: Miss Mlanche Otis, for a family: saves all
... 1
care
t,K
.hiss bailie King.
Eighth Grade: Mrs. Ella M. T,aBar, about
Do you realize that you can get
Miss Margaret Hartman.
tea
takfriirpflwrtf)r
wp'.cm
High School.
OuflTea
MODERN Telephone Service today for
flftVurinii airact
toda
Spanish:
Mrs. C. O'Connor Roberts.
what you are paying for inferior
and settles those question,
English: Miss Sad! tt I.cavilt.
l.ann: Miss Nancy I'ciVi.t
service.
once for all.
Mathematics:
Prof. J. A. Miller.
Teacher of Music: Miss Viola J.
Al foujr
fae'ti aaoaybu
The only Long Distance Trans4
'
Keener.
mitters
Teacher of Drawing.
and Receivers; Wall or
MKj Asn's
"
,..w".-Stellhorn.
Desk Sets; Long time contracts as
of Schools:
J. E
Sam Stevens, manager of Sturges'
you wish; Lowest rates.
Clark.
European hotel, accompanied by his
NEW HONEY
THE FIRST OF wife and little son, returned last night
from the Windsor ranch on the upper iXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
THE SEASON:
exxxxxxz
4
i'ecos, where he has been trying his
EXTRA FANCY
COMB
15c
fishing for a couple of
CHOICE. COMB, 2 FOR
25c hand at troutreports
a fine outing.
STRAINED, PINT JARS
25c weeks. He
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
piano
in
votes
The
the
contest will
"Good Things to Eat."
nvpnintr nt
ef Ci.lin:e1 eve'".
7:30 o'clock at O'Reilly '& Co.'s drug
"Di1p, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
store, l lie uitrerent
&an..,ii ons
We give on our laundry work?
better cook with safe gas.
Try it and see how
the ri-i!itere :c, ,n the mtest are
to
invited
send
secretaries
their
EALSHIPT OYSTERS
durable it is. Notice how long it keeps its finish.
JUST
around to witiieis the. counting.
ARRIVED.
We turn out linen, white as snow and free from all
SAN JOSE MARKET.
As a resint of the tornado and
Cloudburst Inst night near Trlnidi d,
specks or wrinkles.
DENIES THAT HE
Coio., the I'oscal Telegraph Totliixiliyr
over which Levy Tiros have a private
ISSUED BAD CHECK wire, suffered severely, mil the brtk,
ers did not Kf: 'heir daily stocit rf.
port on this acccunr Tho wires will
EDUARDO
VIGIL
SAYS
THAT be working
agm by tomoirow.
..STORY WAS A MISTAKE
AND
"RED WAGONS"
MAKES AN EXPLANATION.
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
3 cans of Cream
26c
Eduardo Vigil, whose name appear- Newton Creamery Mutter, 2 lbs.. 45c
ed in The Citizen of last evening in 12U.C grade of linked Heans
10c
connection with an article, wherein Three
b cans of
Las Cruces
Mr. Vigil was put In the light of havTomatoes
25c
ing issued a check on a bank In which Pearl Hurley, per pkg
6c
he had no funds, says that he was not
Schools will open shortly. Shoes
arrested on that account, hut on the will be one of th- - items needed. We
other hand states that the trouble be- have Just completed our assortment
tween himself and Mr. tiarcla, was of of the best school shoes made, and we
a personal nature.
think you will find you can make a
SHERMAN - WILLIAMS
BUILDING PAPER-- Al.
saving by buying from us.
PAINT Covers more,
ways In stock. Plaster,
Vienna Sausage, per can
10c
look beet, weerm longArm & Hammer Haklng Soda, l ib
Lime,
Cement, Paint,
est, most

Odds and Ends of Our Great Tempt a
tion Sale
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GRAND JURY
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12:30 to 2:30 during
August.
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IT LOOKS LIKE
ELECTRIC

SOUTHWESTERN

&

CONSTRUCTION

-

'

!.

MAIL.

Plants
Of Every Description

Dynamos

'

DISAPPEARMYSTERIOUS
OF
J. W. M'QU AOE'S
HORSES SMIRKS OF BLACK-

ANCE

Pumping
Agents for the

Crocher-Wheal-

and Motors

tit. isJ..
!

'V.

store and Residence

Wir-i- m

Specialty. All Work
Fully Guaranteed.
a

Agents for the Celebrated
"6YR0FANS"
See iheni in Kuropeau

Hotel Uestaurant
MEMBER

Wp

i'ir TickfU tor thp l'inr"

216

&.

Contort.

SECOND ST.

BRUNO

I

NATIONAL

ELECTRICAL

CONTRACTORS'ASSOCIATION

DIECKMANN

VIOLINIST
VILL APPEAR

IN CONCERT

HORSE STEALING
THE

Electrical

fetish
a

CO.

AT

Kli'K'S OPERA HOUSE
SEPTEMBER 8th

Look Out for the Eclipse

Judging from a string of circumstances which have occurred during
the past few months In connection
wnli four disappearances of a roan
marc I mm the stable of J. V.
located on the Highlands, the
mounted hj1ic6 might find work to do
almost within the city limits of
que.
J. W. McQuade, who is a contractor by trade, has two horses, or did
have two previous to about three
weeks aj,'o. One, a roan pony mare, Is
gone now, and she has been gone several times before, but on no previous
occasion for so long a time.
"Karly in the spring," said Mrs.
last evening, when telling of
the circumstances which caused the
insertion of an advertisement of a
lost horse, now running in the classi
fied ad column of The Citizen, "our
horses got out ot the yard one night
and a pony mare, a liigh spirited animal, ran away. The older horse was
at the stable in the morning waiting
tor his oats. Air. .McQuade offered a
reward and in a few days a native returned the mare. He was given $5,
and I believe it was a bad example,"
continued Mrs. McQuade, "for it was
not very long until the horses got out
again. The same native returned the
mare this time, and he wa3 again enriched to the amount of $5. Shortly
after, a matter of a couple of weeks,
,oto kui uui again, ana for a
third time the mare was missing. But
Mie was returned again, and by the
same Mexican. This time, however,
the reward was cut down to 13.50, and'
the man seemed very much displeased.
Well, it wasn't but a week or two until they were gone again, and the mare
is still gone, and now I will offer $20
for her return, and will ask no questions when she is returned."
The latch on the yard surrounding
the McQuade stable, is a clasp affair,
and is lixated where It can be opened
only by a person, and it appears as
though Mr. McQuade's horses have
been let out purely for holdup
it is nothing more or less than
horse stealing and it is a matter that
should receive the attention of the
proper authorities.
pur-iwse-

ot

ot

Wednesday, August 30, 1905

ot

ot

But nothing can eclipse the proposition the gas company Is making
on gas ranges. Think of it. From the main to your kitchen, the
range is set up and ready for use. You buy the range, we do the

C. COLOMBO BENEVOLENT

rest.

SEE THE GAS MAN

SOCIETY'S

Fourth and Gold Avenue

ANNUAL PICNIC

J.

Poor Woman

kitchen, and she is entitled to as much
comfort and relief as can be secured through
modern time See the Gas Man
saving appliFourth and Cold Ave.
ances j j

.

t

Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish

;

Imperial Laundry Co.

C. BALDRIDGE
J.NATIVE
CHICAGO LUMBER

2--

AND

ELKS' THEATRE

MEMBERS PLANNING BIG CELEBRATION AT BARELAS GROVE
ON SEPTEMBER 17.
One Night Only
i
The C. Colombo Benevolent society
I
will hold its eighth annual picnic on
September 17 at Barolas grove and
the members of the society are mak- The Prettiest of All Pastoral Plays
ing preparations for an elaborate outArthur Sidman's
ing, which is expected to far eclipse
anything of the kind heretofore held
"York State Folks"
under the auspices of the lodge.
is a better play
There will be dancing, good music
than "Way Down
and refreshments. Tickets at $1 each
East," "David H.
will be sold to those wishing to atCrews," "The Old
tend to defray the expenses of the picHomestead," "The
nic and indications
ioint to a big
Daisy Earrn,", and
crowd and un enjoyable time for ull
the other pastoral
who attend.
plays.
St. Ijuis
Star.
WHEN DOWN TOWN SATURDAY
MORNING, BE SURE TO CALL AND
SEE THE EXHIBIT OF NATIVE
The best rural play
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. THE
that has ever been
put en the plage.
FERTILITY OF THIS VALLEY CAN
BEST BE REALIZED BY SEEING
I'hila. Record.
THE PRODUCTS.
It will outlive them
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
"Good Things to Eat."
New
all.
York
Telegram.
The big student rallv. which
take place on the university campus j
Direction of W. C. Cunningham
u:
oriocK mis evening, promises to
U' be most successful
,f its
k'ii.1
vcr h. ld in 'his ity. Presl-len- t PRICES:
50c, 75c and $1.00
W. C. Tight, of the unUerMty,
extends a cordial Invitation to t'fm i.ulu Seats on Sale at Matson's Book Store
lie at large to attend the rally.
Tuesday, August 29, at 9 a. m.

ThursdayhUiiO

York

State
Folks

I

Pkg

Oyster Crackers, per lb
4 lbs of Washing Soda
15c box of Toilet isoap
THE MAZE.
Wm. Kieke, Proprietor.

TJIi: l'AWX IJUOKKU
Because Ho It

Sold by THE ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO., Albuquerque, N. M.

Margains

I

in unredeemed

diamonds. The largest
tablishment in the southwest.

Iff RAILROAD AVENUE

OUR

LOOK

WOOD

Factory wood, $3.00 full load; Grea
Mill wood, $2.00 full load.
Eureka Whl.te Lime.
HAHN'S COAL YARD.
Auto Phone, 416.
Colo. Phone, 46.

YOUR

THE JAFFA GROCERY
"Good Things to Eat."
OYSTERS

A

HOLLENBECK

C. BILICKE

CENTRAL

HOTEL
JNO.
MITCHELL
S.

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

LOCATION.

EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS

Splendid Rsstdurant
Reasonable Prices
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
on the
New Mexlcane and Arizonlans spending the summer
beaches are welcome to the use .of our Ladies' parlors and Gentlemen's waiting rooms. Meet your friends there. Information and
writing materials free. Ladles. and children welcome.
All Depot cars stop at the H ollenbeck. Electric
excursion
end
beach care pass the door.
HEADQUARTERS FOR NEW MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS

FRESH
LOT
OP
SARATOGA
CHIPS
RECEIVED TODAY.
POUND

YARD

American Block coal, the best GaJlas)
mined. Cerrillos Lump, the standard
heating coal. All sites of hard ooeJ

W. J. PATTKHSO.V.
Successor to Ford Tiros.

A

COAL

N. M.

Is chock full of coal that will gladdest
your heart and warm your booas)
when its cold.
Fill your bins foe
next winter now and avoid the rash.

CO

JUST

J j 13
i:

pawnbroker's

We Hereby Agree

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

The Man You Can Trust

THE BIBLE WAGON

ALBUQUKRQUK,

Ijc

First Class Boarding Stable.
Having recently Iiurchased the KWrl
Hros. business, it is mv intention toJ
continue to run a first class livery and
boarding stable. Hoarding horses will
receive the most careful attention and
the best of help will be employed.

CLUDE
ORDER.

Glass, Sash, Doors, etc.

ARRIVED.
SAN JOSE MARKET.

THE PEOPLE TRADE WITH

ROSBNFIB

economical,
full measure.

6c
7c
10c

LIMA
BEANS.
GREEN
PEAS.
STRING
BEANS.
SUGAR
CORN.
OKRA,
CALIFORNIA
LETTUCE.
EGG PLANT, SWEET POTATOES,
CELERY AND ALL KINDS OF NA
TIVE VEGETABLES.
LARGE
CALIFORNIA
GRAPES,
MISSION
GRAPFS
APRirnrc
PEARS, GIANT BURBANK PLUMS,
BLUE AND
RED PLUMS. MOIIN.
TAIN
GROWN
PEACHES VERY
FINE IN FLAVOR.

t5 EALSHIPT

I

Bell Co.

The Colorado Telephone Company.

flllfy n

Two thirds of
her time is
spent in the

L.

'ANTKIt Ity a ma.; with a few
thousand dollars to invfst. a navinff
li Kiiiniiitp
business. Address J. T.
(V, this office.
W'AX'I HI
At ouro, a tilht miliar and
nli;ht (rn.'tti('-rboth niuit hf r"lln-- j
Me, r apaUfi and sohor. Wauf-s- , $2.50
per dav. Tho John Ilarkrr com-- !
Pelen, N. M.
U'ANTKI)
('ill pinters. A)ilv John!
'
Hurt. ,r..'l South First
W'ANTF.D Plnins room glil, at Roherrs' restaurant.

To furnish you a better tooth powder than you ever used. Buy a 25
cent bottle of our ANTISEPTIC TOOTH POWDER and if you don't
find it the best dentifrice you ever used, if it doesn't please you
let us know and get your money back. No argument, no misunderstanding, no unpleasantness; your money back and no questions
asked if you are not suited.
per-fectl-

;

es-

Next to St. Elmo

B. H. BR1GGS & CO.,

Btrt-Ht.-

-

'

PROPS. ALVARADO
BOTH PHONES

PHARMACY
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gold avc.
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The .ECONOMIST

Bed Spreads
Hemmed Whits Spread,
Ize; 11.00 values,

FRIDAY,

double-be-

AUG. 25, 1905.

CtochetSpreads
Heavy Bed 8pread, pretty designs;
hemmed; $1.50 values,

Albuquerque's Biggest, Brightest and Busiest Store

n

Mir' MUDBVMall

ea

LCS

si

o.

ILU

"HARVEST TIME" FOR THE FIRST BLANKET CROPSAVINGS THAT'LL AVERAGE 7- -3
harvest time for frugaThousewives. The blanket mills send out twocrops
BARGAINS IN
Sheets and Pillow
TRULYJtis each year one to sel in
er at low prices to folks who look
BLANKETS
ahead one to sell in cold weather to folks who buyonlv when they begin to shiver. The
Cases
mid-sum-

1

Hundreds of pairs of new, fresh and clean Blankon sale at the most popular prices
ever known for goods of like quality. The values
are certainly tempting, and by coming here you
will see your way clear of supplying all your
needs in that direction at a smart saving of both
time and money.

ets are placed

We carry in stock Wool Blankets
running up to $15 a pair. Better
foods than we are offerings for the

I

m

first crop is now ready for harvest at Th e Economisready for you if you are looking
ahead and if you are anxious to save a few dollars. In conjunction with our Annual
Blanket Sale we offer at special prices

To give

the Sale more swing we've added Sheets
and Pillow Cases at marked down prices.

You all know how staple that class of goods Is
and how difficult to obtain these very necessary

things at reduced prices.
But, as said above, we want to make the Sale
more Interesting want to open wide the throttle
for our Annual Blanket Sale, so that things will
move at full speed.

Bed Spreads
Sheets, Pillow Cases and
certainly pay you to lay
year's

at prices to mak e th e sale a mem orabl e

one.

supply at these prices.

0

hn

rtobe
I Fancy
Blankets Soft ai I
I down, In various color comblna- - I
tions; good size; special, a pair,
$1.00 and $1.48.

Rr'

Fr.

BED SPREADS

COMFORT SPECIALS

ft

Better bargains than we're offering this week were never
known in Albuquerque. We are going at this Sale with a determination to make things hum for the entire week. So, If
you are In need of any Bed Spreads, It will pay you to Investigate. How the prices run.

Our line of Comforts Is unusually strong. The assortment Is
quite complete and the prices have received a trimming that
during the Sale. Cold
will make them move at a double-quicnights will soon be here. So you had better prepare. To
spend your money In the dry goods store Is preferable to
paying it out on drug and doctor bills. Good values throughout the entire stock.

,5

.4X1)
Pr- -

$100
to

c

100

1 125

1.50
1.75
2 15

$2.50....

$3.00
$3.50
$4.00
$4.50
$5.00
$6.00

1-2-

1-5-

3-5-

4-4-

THE COMFORTS ARE WORTH

l.OO

$1.25
$1.50
$1.75
$2.00

U-5-

25
a. 50
3 95

PIECE

Seamless Sheets, full bleached,
size 72x90; made of an extra heavy
material; worth 75c; at 62c.

PIECE

k

75
8Jc

90c

OTHER SPLENDID VALUES ARE:
'
Blankets, at, a pair
7 Tit"
Blankets, at, a pair
Blankets, at, a pair
Blankets, at, a pair
Blankets, at, a pair
Blankets, at, a pair

PIECE

Seamless Sheets, full bleached,
size 63x90; made of soft and firm
sheeting; worth 70c; at 56c.

money cannot be found elsewhere.
Soft Cotton Blankets In white,
grey and tan: fancy colored borders; worth 65c pair; special, 65c.

lOc

Pillow Cases of best grade of muslin, size 36x42; never sell for less
special price, 10c.
than 12

in a

It'll

Comforts
Comforts
Comforts
Comforts
Comforts
Comforts
Comforts
Comforts
Comforts
Comforts

"S
2--

-

u
"

4-4-

5.25

at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at

1- -3

These are seamless, full bleached
Sheets; hand torn, not cut; heavy
and firm sheeting; worth 85c; at
74c.

74c
PIECE

MORE

75

Hemstitched Sheets

l OO

1-2-

..i

Reduced as follows:

1-3-

.

..1.48

72x90, each
81x90, each

1-8-

2-02-3-

90x90, each

24)5

G9

75
79f

3-4-

federal Incorporation of all corpora-COMING EVENTS
tions doing an interstate business, i
incorporation for state business,
Publlehed Daily and Weekly,
August 27 Territorial
$100,000 JOB State
fair excurB the Citizen Publishing Company.
national incorporation for national
BLOOD
sion to Santa Fe, accompanied by ball
business. I believe I was the original
team
and brass band.
Entered at postofflce for transmis- TO ACCEPT $3,000 JUDGESHIP advocate of this remedy. I advocated
Pnntat rirtiiQ r.litrwl Voiron tiwr trmr.
August 31 "York State Folk"
sion through the malls as second
it first in my Harvard college address
Khiv poisons the blood than any othei
NEW JERSEY
DEFENDS
1
September
"Old Maid's Conven
class matter.
of three years ago,
rv part oi tne body is at
disease.
j
"There Is another reason why the fected when the virus becomes intrenched tion," at Colombo hall.
TOO ft
September a School begins, tho
trusts come to New Jersey for their in the circulation; red eruptions brenk
UNIO(ffiLABEL
Seattle, Wash., Aug. 25. "Corpor- charters. It. has been pointed out by out on the skin, the mouth and thriiat day after Labor day,
September 8 The Bruno Dieckman
ations and trusts come to New Jersey Steffens In his statement that corpor- ulcerate, glands in the neck and groin?
concert.
The swell, the hair falls out, copper-Colore- d
for their charters because New Jer- ations prefer "fixed charges.'
September 18 to 23 Twenty-fiftsey will give them the kind of char- charter fees In New Jersey are fixed splotches appear on the body, etc.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF
Territorial
Fair.
officproper
propstate
payable
to
the
Is
and
they
want.
a
business
It
ters
BERN AL ILLO COUNTY
and
I was afflie'ed withmeblood poison,
The state does it because ials. In other states they are uncer- tho
t
JLssoclated i'resa. Afternoon Dispatches, osition.Is money
frood,
no
diii
houtrh
beat
doctors
Take Kodol After Eating.
In It for the state in tain and collected by others In auththere
I took tlin r treatment fa:llifuHy. In
fearfest City and County Circulation.
After a hearty meal a dose of Kodol
the form of fees from lie corpora-- l ority or with a 'pull.' Corporations fact I seemrd to get worse oil the whjlo.
The Largest New Mexico Circulation,
b'.ood remI took almoatevni-Dyspepsia Cure will prevent an attack
ions. Ne,w Jersey Is in business for prefer paying a 2 per cent fee to the edy,
largest Northern Arizona Circulation.
seem t7 roach th"
but ttay did not
New Jersey and not for the corporastate of New Jersey rather than to disease,
had no en'ect whatever. I of Indigestion. Kodol la ,a thorough
pay a 10 per cent fee to 'the boys' in was disheivtenod, for it seemed that
dlgestant and a guaranteed cure for
tions."
TERMS OF S INSCRIPTION
: r'
would nev r be cured. At tho
This Is the explanation of James H. New York."
Daily by mail, 1 year In advance 15.00
a friond I then took S. 8. B. an.t bmd'i V Indigestion, dyspepsia, gag on the
50 Dill, millionaire lawyer, noted authorimprove. continued the medicine, and stomach, weak heart, bout risings, bad
Daily by mail, one month
They Appeal to Our Symoathtes.
It cured me completely.
ity on corporation law and author of
CO
breath and all stomach troubles. Sold
Dail" by" car. ier, 1 mouth
Uanilot, N. O.
W. R. NEWMAN.
by ail druggists.
The bullous and dyapeptio and constant
$2.00 "Dill on Corporations," who lias reWeekly by mail, one year
and appeal to our sympathies.
national fame and sufferers
disease
The Evening Citizen will be deiiv-re- d cently acquired
is
this
So
contagions
however,
highly
one
them,
who
la
not
of
'
There
sT
sT V
S
In the city at the low rate of 20 prominence by resigning a $100,000 may not be brought back to health and that many a life has been ruined by a
accept
s
to
as
lawyer
corporation
The
a
use
by
happiness
of
Job
the
CO
Chambenaln
cents per
from
using
or
the
cents per week, or for
friendly
hand
shake
sT
ALBUQUERQUE CITY AND
an appointment as a member of the Stomach and Liver Tablets. These tabmonth when paid monthly.
lets InviRorato the stomach and liver and toilet articles of one affectsd with the
Leave Albuquerque 7:00 A. M., Arrive Santa Fe IhOOJA. M.
BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
They also reg- poison. To cure this hideous anil hateRates for advertising can be had New Jersey court of appeals at $3,000 siranKtkiea the
Un sale at Hawley's Book Store
a year.
ulate the bowels. For sale by all
ful disease a constitutional remedy is reon appli'Vion.
Why did he do It?
and O. A. Matson & Company's,
Ret. Leave Santa Fe 7:30 P. M., Arrive Albuquerque 10:30 P. M.
quired. S. S. S. goes down to the very
202 West Railroad avenue.
That Is the question lawyers,
root of the trouble and forces out every
Subscribers will confer a favor by
officials, trust magnates, re- PARTICULARS OF EXPLOSION
particle of the virus from the .blood nnd
notifying us Immediately on any
formers and newspaper writers In all
cures the dibease permanently. S. S. S
ol the paper.
AT STRAWBERRY MINE Is
parts of the United States have neen
purely vegetable and drives out the
evasking
each
themselves
other
and
trouble, root ami
All letters and lemittanres should
anappointment
was
er
explossince
the
branch, and no
The particulars of the fatal
be addressed to The Citizen Publishanswer
been
not
The
Strawberry
has
signs of it are
ion which occurred at the
ing Company. Drafts, checks and nounced.
suggested
forthcoming.
BroIt
has
been
ever seen again.
mine, near Tres Piedras, In the
and express money must
Those who have
be made payable to the order of the that he expects as a judge on the mide district, Monday afternoon, In
leeu cured by
bench to exert a larger influence on which Richard Cole, who has the concompany.
o. S. S. can feel
the laws of his state, possibly with a tract to sink the shaft one huiylred PURELY VEGETABLE.
OUR TELEPHONES.
that
Bell, 15 view of driving from it the more no- feet, was fatally injured, and Walter
assured
Automatic, 1S3
torious of the soulless combinations Moyur, a workman, was seriously but none of the poisoti is left in the blood to
of capital.
That this theory Is not not fatally hurt, are told by the Tres transmit to innocent offspring. The encorrect Is plainly Indicated by Mr. Piedras Mining Reporter as follows: tire body is built up and the blood made
PLAN WAR RESERVE
1,
Dill's own frank opinion on the corlniiilav nflitriKinll pure, ru b nnd healthy by this great rem- c.oitta Itml
poration laws of New Jersey, express just a short time before quitting time,1 ly. Uook Willi instructions tor home
ami any medical advice desired
FOR REGULAR ARMY ed to the writer for the purpose of the two men above mentioned started treatment
this article.
to drill with the air drill ami In doing will be given free of charge.
Mr. Dill, since the announcement of so drilled Into a charge of giant pow- THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta, Ga.
his appointment to the bench, has der that did not explode the day beabsent from his home In New fore, causing an explosion that may
Increase From 60,000 To been
Pound Sale.
Jersey on a vacation. He has been resiilt in the death of Cole and the
A stray black mule, branded on left
the Pacific coast, accompa disablement of Moyer.
250,000 Proposed Scheme touring
thigh, about four years old and with
nied by his wife and three grown
Dr. A. 11. Pollock, of Antonito, was
He came to Seattle with telegraphed tor anil arrived in ires one large ankle, was taken up on MonFormulated by Department daughters.
day, August 21, and will be sold at
a view of visiting Alaska, but chancPiedras about 1 o'clock Monday night,
ed his mind after reaching here and and immediately left tor the place of pound sale on Monday, August 2S.
THOMAS McMILLIN,
wili remain in Seattle Instead. To the
in company with J. P.
Marshal.
FOR SOLDIERS writer he has given the first author- the explosion
SMALL SALARIES
Hinker. On arriving at the camp, Dr.
ized newspaper interview for general Pollock found that Mr. Cole was fat- Bailes
1
am In dirt from
Hello, Central!
use he has permitted to bo published allv hurt, being peppered with rocks
Washington. D. C. Aug. 2C Plans since he accepted his Judicial appoint-- ( from his limbs to the top of his heail. cellar to garret. "Well, you want
U. S.
Drills
Broncho
inent. At the request of the Inter-- hail his left eye blown out and was Thornton. He is the cleaner." With
are under consideration in .the war
help. Pilces reasonable.
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department
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North
fore congress at its next session for of the liberality of the corporation the pit of the stomach he has a hole Third street.
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as big around as a quarter of a dol"New Jersey has been referred to lar, but this was found to be only a
army to liuO.ooo men.
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Grand Stock Show
Busting
Horse Racing
Wierd Indian Dances
Trotting Ostrich
Athletic Sports
Automobile Race and Parade
Baseball Tournament
Motor
Races
Grand Street Parades
Exhibits
Montezuma

Excursions from All Points

e

20, 21, 22, 23
A SGURfID

Spanish

Every Evening
Cavalry
Fruit and Art Exhibit
Confetti Battles
Marching Bands
Relay Races
Local Horse Show of Expert
and
Pyrotechnic
Nightly,
Tons of
Fire

Free Street Entertainments
Every Evening

at Greatly Reduced Rates
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KNABENSHUE'S
AIRSHIP

DANCE NETS BROWNS
ABOUT

IN NEW YORK

$75

DociorCripnam Says

IN CASH

LAS VEGAS BLUES TAKE A THIRD
FALL OUT OF CLIFTON
BASE BALL NEWS
RIAL

f:

th

ft vj firm

A

,

More than 100 couples attended the
Mcintosh Urowns' dance at the Elks'
opera house last nUht, and although
all the bills had not been settled this
nioftiinft. It was estimated that, the
profits of the affair were .about $75.
Everybody who attended had a Rood
time, but the real success of Uie dance
Is reflected by the profits.
.The committees In charge weie as
follows:
Reception William Mcintosh, F. J.
Houston, Charles F. Quler and James
Cos grove.
Floor O. S. French, Fred Starr,
Claude Randall, Will Nehcr and Fred

i

Henn.

(Arrangements Tony Ortiz, Charles
Kunz, Harry Fluke and Edward Hale.
The Clifton miners lost to the I.as
Vi'saa Hlues apaln yesterday for the
third time by the close acore of 5 to
4.
Cable pitched for the Ulues, and
that he Is not such a wizard with
the horse hide is proven by the small
niarsin between the scores. Nevertheless, both of these teams are built
up of
quality and are veiy
evenly matched, and they will give
the Mclntoshes a hard chase for the
money In the territorial fair tournament.
first-clas-

SHOWING KNAHENSUUK'S AIRSHIP
OK NEW

HKili
YORK

OVER

THK

HUU.llINGS

.

airship invkxtok., cats--tub
t:.v,;:nii!)i' sensation
when he directed his fi.yinc
HIGH OVER THE HIC, IH'n.DlNC.S.
Kvu'SNSiirrc.

to-led-

ED a
MACHINE
f r.jxifi II!OM THE AMERICAN FOR
SHOWING THE AIRSHIP AS
WHEN" HE WAS HIGHEST UP.

HE ALSO RECEIVED
DOING IT.
THE AMOVE
A MERE SPECK, WAS TAKEN

f.

takes a

now"

CUPID

.

SRiASH AT BOSS DICK
PRETTY, WILLFUL FLORENCE CROKER MARRIES A MYSTERIOUS
ITALIAN COUNT AND RUNS OFF TO JOIN HIM PROBABLY MET
HIM ON THE QUIET IN PARIS A FEW WEEKS AGO WHILE ON A
TRIP WITH HER MOTHER.

s

With reference to the enme

will be played at Santa Fe next

uhl-Sun-- !

nay netween the Mcintosh Browns and
me anta Fe Centrals, the Santa Fe
New Mexican says:
"The base ball game Sunday promises to be a
s
exhibition of
hall playing. The Santa Fe Centrals
have reorganized and will have a
pitcher from Denver, and
three other Denver players. 'With the
good ball players In Santa Fe, and the
imported ones, the game should be
with good plays and the score
ought to be close. The baseball situation In Santa Fe this year has been
anything but conducive to a good team
and the wrangling and personal feeling put Into it has marred and hint
the reputation of the Capital City as
a base ball town. However, these
have been straightened
out
and
will go on the field Sunday determined to win. The te:ni will
be selected regardless of personal animosity, the best ball players getting
the positions. Practice is going on
every evening, and the members of the
nine will be in good condition bv Sunday."
first-clas-

dlt::-eulti-

the-me-

,
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'
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tip--

'
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Pitcber Gallegos has Jumped his
contract with the Mcintosh Urowns,
and he won't get to wear one. of those
l:etty, new brown suits any more. It
it very likely that his next appearance
on the diamond will be in the gray
uniform of Santa Fe. Manager FrankOwen of the Santa Fe Grays, has tqle- smi'iieu uaiicgos several times, and
several letters have, passed between
them, but just what the result' has
been has not yet been ascertained.
Gallegos has a good arm and some original balls, but he Is nnnMo
his head when under a strain.
-

mi

7
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YESTERDAY'S

-

RESULTS IN
THE MAJOR LEAGUES

At New
New York

-

Natioanl League,

Am

."4

E.

New York

At Uoston

BURGLARS

ARE

Manuel and Domingo Chaves, two
Mexicans iu Jail at Alamogonlo on a
charge of robbing M. V. Mitchell's
store at that place on July Id, have
of
been identified as the murderers
Sam DluuUet ami Ed Kennedy, at Livingston, Ariz., on July 12.
The murde r of 1'lunkett and Kennedy was one of the bloodiest crimes
ever committed in Arizona, and ever
since its commission officers throughout the southwest have been diligently
at work ::i tin. hunt for the mil derers.
The Aim T.caNs were sit upon by
M
ins while they were at home,
and both of them btilehend in a horrible mnuner. Nearly a dozen stall
wounds were made on each body and
the head of one o! the victims was
crush, d from a blow by some blunt
in.--t rutin tr
The motive for the mtir-iie- .
was robbery.
i

.

A Warning to Mothers.
Too much cure c;mnot bt? used with
n..ill chi.wrm during the hi.t weatber of
to guanl HiraiiiAl
th. tuinmnT niin.ihtf
iruuHts. As a rule. It l.t only nec- ps.'tiv lit
ive the child a dn
of cJts-- t
:1
r
to cerrtct any dimmier ef ii.
Uo nnl use any euhtitiiute, hut
!.'
Kive the il.t t.ishi'iried cantor oil, and
s
th it It t ftish, tis raneid oil
i.nd l is ri t.ndency to Rripe. ii
ele-cthe bowels, pivt
this d.es rv.t
t'hamheriaia
.'. ir, I'holera and ldnr-rhii- e
r
and thfti a doae c.f raninr
oil, and the b.s- hh m;iy be
In
lta Inclpleiii v and nil d.tnRer avoldid. Thu
remedy
oil
ami
he
castor
hould
this
procured at once and kept iady for Instant use. aa soon a tha first Indication of any bowel trouble appears. This
Is the most successful treatment known,
an-may be relied upon with Impm
confMr-nceeven In cases of cholera Infantum. Fur sale by all dealer.
nau-k.'U-

,

ch'-ckt- d

t
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IDENTIFIED AS MURDERERS.
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ALLEGED
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Cincinnati

FLORENCE CROKER WHO WAS.
Who it is that Florence Croker has
Ey Katherine Leckie.
Cable disNew York, Aug. 25. Fate, in the married is a. mystery.
declining years of the greatest chief- patches named him as Count Louis
Italian. Later
tain that Tammany has ever known, San Martino. a young any
such man
seems to be dealing cruelly with the it was denied that
Her father gruffly announces
sachem who for years was the auto- lived.
crat of democratic politics iu this that she Is married, but says that
the public has no Interest in the
city.
Richard Croker ruled Tammany name or personality of her husband.
His slightest Her present whereabouts are unwith an iron hand.
Her acquaintance with her
word was law. Hut with fickle Dame known.
enough to
is romantic
husband
Fate It has been a different matter.
In loss than eight months' brief please any novel reading school girl.
time three of the Croker children Six weeks ago Mrs. Croker and the
have been In the public eye. Two of girl sailed for Europe. At that, time
Florence had not met the alleged
them met sudden death.
Now the oldest (laughter of the count and husband.
great Tammany leader has contractIt was supposed that she went to
ed a marriage that smacks of the sen- Paris to do some shopping, and the
away
sational, in that she slipped
next thing her friends knew she was
hurried crossfng the channel to England a
from her mother's care,
although
bride.
across the continent, and,
her father declares that she went
The Croker family is still In mournwas
alone, he announces that she
ing, being bereft of two sons since the
previously married.
first of January. Frank, the second
Florence Croker is henceforth to son, met a tragic death through an
it
although
be known as a countess,
automobile accident in Florida last
Is supposed that her father had de- January.
his
sired an American husband for
Herbert Croker, who was 23, died
oldest daughter. She Is a very pretty on a railroad train in Kansas last
girl of 2'. showing her Celtic origin May. He had gone west to live upon
in her dark grey eyes and almost a ranch in an effort to overcome the
black hair, and her American train- liquor habit.
ing, or willfullness, In the fact that
Richard Croker started life as a
when she determined to become a
When he retired
bride, she asked naught of anyone, ward politician.
life four years ago his
and fust stole out one day and mar- from public
wealth was reputed to be $6.O(iO,O0U.
ried the man of her choice.
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Cincinnati
Second Game
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York
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PRESCRIBE

PInkham's

Vegetable Compound

CLASSIFIHD
Note.

A.

O S "KmsWMIiaimw''

classified advertisement
or rather "linen" one cent
word
for each Insertion. Minimum charge
for any classified advertisements, 15
cents per Issue, In order to Insure
proper
all "llnera"
classification
hould be left at this offieo not later
than 12 o'clock noon.
All

HAVE YOU EXECUTIVE

ABILITY

f

capacity
rtitn
l..r carrvinir "tit bin undrrtakinaa are M arce. If yo
The wonderful power of Lydia E. nave
smli al.intv write lia
Mating poiti.i
Finkham's Vegetable Compound over dt.irett.
and we will tell you of emit1cyer who nerd
( Htue, Advertising.
Traffic and General Manathe diseases of womankind Is not be- c.ip.il.le
Hnvera. Credit Men, Anditom, Secreariea, Treascause it is a stimulant, not because it gers.
urer,
will pav frnm i,eoo to $.ono a year.
is a palliative, bvit simply because it Is M rny etc.. and
positions f'r men having1 tuoaey tu tarett
tti r nervi. e. Ottic.ee in 12 ciliea.
the most wonderful tonlo and
lino.). Brain Brokers
ever discovered to act directly HAPCOOOS
tl 7 Chemical building, St. Louis
upon the penerative orpans, positively
curing disease and restoring health and
WANTED.
Tipor.
Marvelous cures arc reported from WANTED Three painters,
highest
all parts of the country by women who
wages. C. A. Hudson.
have been cured, trained nurses who WANTED Position
competent
by
have witnessed cures and physicians
man, stenographer; three yea; 8 of
who have recopnized the virtue of
railroad experience. Address, W. T.,
Lydia E. Piukham a epetable ComCitizen
pound, and are fair enough to give WANTED office.
Man with a few thousand
credit where It is duo.
to Invest In legitimate busidollars
If physicians dared to be frank and
ness. Address J. 'I. O., thla office.
open, hundreds of themwould acknowlSalesman, speaking both
edge that they constantly prescribe WANTED
English and Spanish for country
Lydia E, Pinkham's Vegetable Comgeneral
State
merchandise store.
pound In severe cases of female ills, aa
salary expected and references. Adthey know by experience it can be reH.
W.,
dress
care of this office.
lied upon to effect a cure. The follow-In- p
WANTED Man anil wife to do genletter proves it.
eral housework and choring at place
Dr. S. C. Uripham, of 4 llrigliam
out of the city; wages, $30; no
Tark, Fitchbufg, Mass., writes :
children. Address A. J. Frank, Al-- i
" It gives me (Treat, pleasure to snv thnt I
godones, N. M.
have fntmd Lydia E. I'iiiktmm's Vi,.tnbl
WANTED l.ooo people to see the
Compound very elliciicious, and often
e
"Old Maid's Convention" at Colombo
it in my practice for fenmlcditliciiltiwi.
" My oldi-s- i daughter found it very honell-cir- .l
hall September 1.
for utcg ine t rouble tmme tiniflngo, hiuI my
any person deyoungest daughter is now taking it for a fiv WANTED To know if
sires to take horeshack trip through
nmle weakness, and U surely gaining In hiyilth
northern counties; start about Sepand strpiigth.
" 1 freely advocate It as a most reliable spetember 1st. Address Dr. E. T.
cific in nil diseases to whieh women are subIS Elite.
ject, and give it honest endorsement,"
WANTED Solicitor ,and canvasser.-SalarWomen who are troubled with painand Commission. Apply C
ful or irregular menstruation, bloating
D, care of Citizen office.
(or flatulence), leucorrhoea, falling, In- WANTED Room and board for man
flammation or ulceration of the uterus,
and wife; must be a well ventilated
ovarian troubles, that bearing-dowand sunny room. Address J. P. J
feeling, dizziness, faintness, indigesCitizen ofllce. State price and lotion, nervous prostration or the bluvs,
cation.
should take immediate action toward WANTED Gentlemen's second-hanoff the serious consequences, nnd be
clothing. No. 615 South First street,
restored to perfect health and strength
south of viaduct. Send address and
by taking Lydia E. Pinkhnm's Vegetawill call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
ble Compound, and then write to Mrs.
Pinkham, at Lvnn. Mass., for further
free advice. No living person has had
MALE HELP WANTED.
the benefit of a wider experience in
telegraphy and railroad acl.earn
treatinc female ills. She has guided
$50 to $100 a month salary
thousands to health. Every suffering counting; our
graduates
under bond.
woman .should nsk for and follow her assured
six schools the largest in Amerad'ice if she wants to be strong and Our anil
endorsed by all railroads.
ica
well.
Write for catalogue. Morse School of
Telegraphy, Cincinnati, Ohio; Buffalo,
SHOWING THE WAY
N. Y.; Atlanta, Ga.; La Crosse, Wis.;
This Public Statement of an Albu- Texarkana, Texas, and San Francisco,
.
Cal.
querque Citizen Will be Appreciated.
FOR RENT.
Many a reader of thiw In Albuquerque has gone through the
FOR" RENT Nice, front office in
experience in part, and will be glad to
Cromwell block. Apply to B. A.
be shown the way to get rid or the
hleyster.
constant aches and pains of a bad FOR RENT One nicely furnished
back. Profit by an Albuquerque citiroom. 214 South Walter street.
zen's experience.
FOR RENT Four room house, 215
C. II Thomas, rooming house, 502
Atlantic avenue. Apply at 820 South
South Second street, says: 'i nave
Third street.
read somewhere that backache was FOR
RENT Nicely furnished rooms;
generally an indication of kidney comApply 820
modern conveniences.
plaint and when there was added to it
South Third street.
trouble with the kidney secretions toe FOR
RENT Two large rooms for
signs were unmistakable.
When I
light housekeeping,
with electric
contracted a cold these annoyances
light. Also two cheaper rooms for
existed and for eight montns It one
light housekeeping, $5 each. Mrs.
attack ceased another was sure to foll. E. Rutherford, same block with
low, so that I can consistently say I
Congregational church.
was almost bothered continually. 1
FOR RENT From one to five nicely
went to the Alvarado
furnished rooms for light housefor Doan's Kidney Pills and oot a
keeping; also ranch of ten or thirty
course of the treatment. It did exactacres, with four-roohouse, furly as promised stopped the annoyarfce
nished or unfurnished. Apply Mrs.
very promptly and very effectively."
E. K. No'rils, 524 John street.
For sale by all dealers. Price 00c. FOR RENT Large, airy rooms, for
Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, New York,
housekeeping, corner of Sixth street
sole agents for the United Statos.
and Railroad avenue.
Remember the name Doau's and FOR RENT A suite of three roome,
take no other.
very deslreable for party of young
5i
men. 713 West Copper.
FOR RENT Most desirable rooms
in city, single or ensulte, with table
board. "13 West Copper.
Eastbouna,
No. 2, AtanUo Express, arriTe T:U
FOR 8 ALE.
a. m.; depart 8:80 a. m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrlrea FOR SALE Four year old saddle
pony; drive single or double; also
11:69 Tuesdays and Fridays; departs
saddle ami bridle. Apply 1120 South
11:09 a, nx, Wednesdays u4 tiaUur- Arno street.
days.
FOll SALE Show cases, tables suitNo. 8, Chicago and Kansas City
able for counters, counter scales,
press,
to: 45 p. in.; departs 7: 45
p. mand one large coffee mill; all
good condition.
The Olobo Store,
216 West Railroad avenue.
Westbound.
FOR SALE Singer sewing machine,
No. 1, Los Angeles Express, arrives
almost new, $10. Inquire 71S Kent
7:30 p. m.; departs 1:15 p. nv.
ave.
No. 3, California Limited, arrives FOR SALE New furniture, at pri10:40 a. m, Mondays and Tbmrsdays;
vate sale; 8 to 10 a. m. tomorrow.
departs 10:50 a. m. Mondays and
South High street, two doois north
Thursdays.
of Coal.
No. 7, Ban Fran cluco Fast Man, ar- FOR SALE Piano, $300 cash. 416
rive 10:30 p. m.; departs 11:1 p. m.
West Tljeras avenue.
FOR SALE Two fine residence lots,
8outhbond.
close in. Address, P. O. Box 11,
city.
No. 27 departs 11:30 p. nx, connects
FOR SALE Saddle pony.
Inquire
with eastern trains
115 South Sixth street.
No. 22 arrives from sooth 7:30 a. n,
FOR SALE Two snaps in real estate.
connecting with No. 2, sastboand.
Lot 3, in Block 29, of Hunlng's
All trains dally except No. I and 4.
Hiphland addition, $400.00. Lota 7,
1
No.
carries through chair, stand8 and 9, corner of Hill street and
ard and tourist sleeping ears te Los
Copper avenue, Brownwell & Lall's
Angeles.
addition. This Is one of the finest
No. 7 carries through chair, standbuilding sites In that part of the
ard and tourist sleeping ears for Saa
city, and if sold quick can be had
(Yanclsco.
M. P. STAMM.
for $800.00.
H. S. LTJTZ. Agent.
Men

ith the

f,,r irpttinv

from oihcrt

R.

Brooklyn
St. Louis

4 11

.

American League.
At Detroit
Detroit
Washington
At Cleveland
Cleveland
Uoston
Second Game
Cleveland
Boston
At St. Louis
St Louis
New York
Second Game
St. Ijouls
New York

E.

R. H. E.
2
3

6
6

Des Moines

Pueblo
At Denver
Denver
Omaha

1
2

R. H. E.
0 6
5 10

1

0

h. E.

R.

g 17
8 10

3
2

6
5

3

r. h. E.
2
i

4

r. h. E.
7
1

3

3

Western League.
At Pueblo

1

4

r.

0

h. e.

7 11
3 9

1

g

9

1

r. h. e.
14 20 8
9

American Association.
At Minneapolis
Minneapolis
0
Louisville
4
At Kansas City
Kansas City
0
Toledo
2
Second Game
Kansas City
y
Toledo
1
At
St.
Paul
W. S. SHEPHERD TO STOCK
St.
Paul
1
TWO PONDS WITH FISH.
Indianapolis
0
Milwaukee-At
W. S. Shepherd is preparing to stock
.Milwaiikee-Cohimbugame posttwo ponds on his La Luz canon ranch
in Otero county, wltb flan. Mr. Shep- poned on account of rain.
herd is making an Ideal ranch home
of his La Luz canon property, bavins GREAT GAME YESTERDAY
planted over 500 selected apple trees
IN NATIONAL
LEAGUE
and Ileitis nearly ready to follow
i.'te-with several
hundred prune
'
The
tr.'
i'hil.i Iphia, I'a., Auk. 2
of the soil and
Chicago
the climate of tie la Luz canon are defl ate I the locals yesterday after- teulia.lv adapted f, 'he growing of
afitr twenty innings of sens;I
line apples and o: ,i r fruits.
Mr. tional playing, by a score of 2 to 1,
Slit phi id s tish ponds
ansupplied Only t .Mi others in the history of mawbh pure sprins watir. :! I wl'bin a jor It aLMie biiM' ball have ever Korio
few years be will have one of l:ie mor--t Ibis many innings, one many years;
valuable fruit and h ian:he..
In aiMt b. ii.g a lie betwei
Chicago and
New M xieo.
Ciiit imati and he 1'ljilade.phiu Am-eric., ns this year ilefoiij ig lioston 4
to '.' in a twenty Inning battle.
The Only Way.
There is no way to maintain the
ItoMi Sparks ami Itheiilhuch pitched
heajth and strength of mind and body remarkable ball and tin ir support at!
except by nourishment. There is no times was phenomenal. Neither side!
way to nourish except through the scored until the thirteenth inning.
stomach. The stomach must be kept Neatly ewrv membt r of both teams;
d in sensational plavs.
htalthy, pure and sweet or the
ftreiu-t-h
will let down anl dieease
The score:
will set up.
U. 11. R
No appetite,
of
loss
:!
1
I'bi.adt !;d.ia
strength, nervousness, headache,
2 13
2
kid biiath, sour risings, ehhu-'- o
HaUeri.-srifting, indigestion, dyspepsia and all
Sparks
and Doolu;
stomach troubles thnt are curab.e are Illicu bach and O'Neil.
quickly cured by the use of Kodol
WKI'I'INC IN SIOUT
Dyepepsia Cure. Kodol digests what There are other
yu
eat and strengthens the whole Hut the I.. TC.Yi'KWKITEKS,
SMITH HkoS. by FA It
digestive apparatus.
excels them all. Then it has a
anl MIM F.OC. It Al'H attach"I had a running, itching sore on
ment, without extra charL-e-,
my it
Suffered tortures,
ltnan's
solicited. N. W. Alger,
Ointment took away the burning and
auenf, 124 South Walter St.
itching instantly and quickly effected
permanent cure."
C.
W.
Lenhart,,
Mother was lucky" papa bought a
Howling Green, Ohio.
gas raniee.
s

e

11
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pre-rili-

1

1

DENVER
&

G R A AJ D B
RIO SYSTEM
4

'Scenic Line of the World"
Shortest and qulckatt Una from
Santa Fa to Denver, Pueblo and Colo
rado Springe, and all Colorado point.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
all line eaet and west. Tim a quick
and rate aa low a by other line.
PULLMAN
DINING
SLEEPERS,
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS.
On all through

train.

No tiresome

at any station.

delay

For Illustrated advertising
matter
or Information, addret or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.f Denver, Colo.
'A S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.

RATEISIf

LOW

tL PASO and
CMITUUl'CCTCDM

I ill

TO LOUISVILLE, Ky., DENVER, COLORADO
SPRINGS AND PUEBLO, Colo., CHICAGO
IS.
MEMPHIS, KANSAS CITY, ANL ALL
POINTS NORTH AND EAST . .

....

ST.-LOU-

VIA

El Paso Northeastern
and
Rock Island Systems
LIBERAL

RETURN LIMIT

Fastest Schedules

Finest Equipment

seif-sam- e

DOUBLE DAILY SERVICE
Dinin

Cars all trie Way

Short Line East

For further information call or address

V.R.

B.P.

STILES,

& S. System,

AE.P.
Paso,

El

EL PASO and
SOUTHWESTERN

Tex- -

SYSTEM

BsMBaajinnsmxiiii S'lfiina

r

--

u

Furniture

tin-all- y

cy

sJyiMDt

n

-

tWm

EXCURSIONS

system

n

and

'MARKETS

Crockery

Will not lump up.
Iron

Beds, Stoves

Ranges, Ait

and

Needed About the House.

BORRADAILE

d

CO.,

etc.

Squares,

AGENT CHARTER

Everything

OAK STEEL RANGES

117 COLD AVENUE

xxxxsxxxxxxxsxsxxxxxxsx
GROSS

KELLY

&

CO.

(INCORPORATED)

WHOLESALE

GROCERS

'

w

WOOL, HIDE AND PELT DEALERS
ALBUQUERQUE

AND LAS VEGAS

J

LOST.
TICKETS.
Cut Rate.
LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN
A
For reduced rates to and from all
strawberry roan mare, white face,
points go to Paulsen s Association
four white feet, mane clipped short,
Railroad
office.
Ticket
Railroad
lout? tail; $.;o reward and no questickets bought, gold and exchanged.
tions anked. If returned to J. W.
McQuade, 2Zi XortU Walter street.
RAILROAD

Money to Loan

on Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons nnd other Chattels; also on,
SAI.AKIKS AND WAKIC1 IOUSE
113 low as IIm.ihi and as high
as Jj'iium. Loans a:e rjuickly madei
nd strictly
private.
Time:
One
month to one year given, floods re-1

your possession. Our rates
Call and see us be-- ;
fore borrowing,
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Stt'umsuip tickets to an I from all
parts of the world.
Ko'-m3 and 4, Grant Hldg.
Sin West ItailroM Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
main

In

are reasonable.

u.

I

iimuiiirw

recon-struct-

.794
.41
H.
.072 NEW TIME CARD

Uoston
At Brooklyn

fi.--

PHYSICIANS

MANY

PAGE 8EVEN.

KILLthz
CURE

and

WITH

Dr. King's

Discovery

Nov

TAH-I'l.ATO-

FOR

C

couch
LUNGS

THE

ONSUMPTION
OUGHSand
OLDS

Prlct
50c 4 $1.00
rrea Trial.

buxest and Uuicucsi Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TEOUB-US- S,
or MONE1 BACK.

l'i'l'M):-A!a'li-

Kleftrii-

night.

fctreet.

FOUND.
"white"

'S'

light

hat."at'the

We are prepared to furnish, on short notice, all sorts of

plant on TuoKday
South First

HIGH

Call at r.l'l
Mrs. Hart.

s,

BOILERS

Internally Fired Marine Type Boilers.
Cahall Water Tube Safety, and Return Tubular Boilers. Send us your
Specifications for Quotations.

WA N T E O

Wonder why people worry this hot
weather, when they should place
their troubles with us. We secure positions as well as find positions.
WANTED.
We are still doing business at the
same number. We want your busi
ness and guarantee to give eatisfac
tion. Give us a trial.
WE WANT AT ONCE
Two waiters, 2 good cooks, 1 eecond
cook, 3 girls for housework, 1 chambermaid, 2 men to take charge of
houses, 1 man to wash wagons;
teamsters, logmen, swampers, Ijbor-eretc.
FIFTEEN
First-clascarpenters ship to California,
TWENTY
Mexicans railroad work
ship ea6t.

PRESSUSE

The
I62I-163-

lleiidrie
9

&

Bollhoff Mfg. and Supply Co.

Seventeenth Street,

DENVER,

COLORADO

Rio Grande Lumber Co.

s

t

The Southwestern

Employment

AGENCY

Phone

195 Red
110

Upstair.

South Second street.

General Building Saps?icr.
SCREEN DOORS
Eoth Phones.

A. H. HEYN, Mgr.

34 and Maquett

p

tCSW WEST

No.
No.
No.
No.

RAILROAD AVL

The kind that will stand the
We offer you good reliable footwear.
use and abuse fiat it Is sure to be put to. A good fit and neat lookYour
ing styles. Lowest prices consistent with these' qualities.
money back If you are not satisfied.
What more can we do?

5

to

85c to $1.25
$1.00 to $1.50
$1.25 to $1.85

8

8i 2
11" 2

to 11
to 2

BOYS' SHOES.
Kangaroo Calf, Box Calf or Colt Skin
length vamps.
12' 2

to 12
to 2

2'

to

8'

2
2

or heavy

medium

soles, full

strong

uppers,

90 to $1.50
$1.10 to $2.00
$1.25 to $2.25

5! 2

i
prf"t!ral pxneriPTirp. In tW
tie ti'ui'trifg we tell are alove
even the breath of suspicion. No
brand that 18 at all questionable In
res-l.ec-

l

mm
-

fx1

quality can find a place In our store.
Patrons favoring us with their orders
g
can depend on us absolutely for
the beat In quality, the
best In flavor and the best In nutrition.
furn-lnsliln-

F. F. TROTTER

.

a--

track,

home.

Attorney Thomas N. Wilkerson has
returned from a trip to Oklahoma City,
OUla., St. Louis, and other eastern
points.
Dr. K. A. Jones, the mining expert,
left last night for 1jrdsliurg, where
he goes to attend to business for a few
days.
Jim Sing, the restaurant keeper at
Thornton, returned home last night
alter a visit of a couple of days in the
city.
Mrs. L. U. I'utney anticipates leaving on Sunday morning for Waukesha,
Wis., where she will be the guest of
friends lor six weeks.
Horn, this mofiiing, to Architect and
Mrs. V. O. Wallingord, of 225 North
VV'ulfpr Ktftfiot
nrphitpnt
n
vivllntr
weighing seven and one-hal- f
pounds.

Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St.

Finish oft Fall

House Cleaning

h.mo
last night from an extended visit to
reiauves ana irienas in wasnington,
D. C, and Virginia.
Miss Helen I'ratt, well known to
lluslr lovine neonio as th nra'anlst
of the M. E. church, will play the ac- companiment at tne uruno uiecKmann
concert at the Elks' opera house on
September .
The sale of seats for "York State
Folks" opens at Matson's book store
on Tuesday morning. The cast will
be identically the same as was seen
here last season. The play will be
given a new and elaborate production
this season.
Much interest is manifested in the
coming eclipse of the sun, which will
occur on next Wednesday, August 30.
The eclipse will ho total and already
many Albuquerqueans are fixing piece
of smoked, glass in order that they
may get a good look at Old Sol.
Halph llalloran, general agent for
the New York Life Insuiance company, formerly of Albuquerque, but
now of San Francisco, arrived from
the south this morning and is the
guest of liis
Attorney O.
N. Marron.
Mr. Halloran will pro
ceed to Denver in a few days, but he
says he will return to New Mexico in
September for the territorial fair.
Joshua S. Raynolds, president of
the First National bank, arrived in the
city this morning from El I'aso, where
he also has banking interests.
Mr.
Raynolds will continue his journey to
Las Vegas tomorrow, wtiere he will
see three grandchildien, two of whom
he has never seen before. The little
strangers are Joshmt S. Dean of Bos-ton and Graham McNary, Jr., of Las
Mrs
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LUMBER

CO,

First Street and Marquette

1'O. W. STRONG'S SONS
' '

5

Don't Pay Cash
We'll Trust You

tea

V

--

Vegas.

It is poor economy to buy cheap,
shoddy school shoes. We therefore,
do not handle this kind, but make It
a point to sell only solid, reliable footwear. The kind we can stand back
every pair that
of and guarantee
goes out of our store to give satisfaction. Our prices are the lowest, consistent with good quality, and we shall
be pleased to have you call and examine ourtock. C. May's shoe store,
314 West Railroad avenue.

Cor. Second and Copper Ave.
Iron and Braa Castings; Ore, Coal and
Lumber Cars; Shaftings; Pulleys, Grade
Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Fronts for Buildings. Jt jt
jt jt jt

j

REPAIRS

WOBKS.

R. P. HALL Prop.

ON

MACHINERY

MINING
A

Try a bottle and

The Albuquerque Transfer company
has taken the contract for moving 133
tons of electrical machinery from the
Cochiti Mining company's property
at Albemarle to the railroad at Thornton, where it will be shipped to Nevada. The company has ten
teams and two "sixes" employed
on the work.
four-hors-

Hats

Nearly all the fall shipments are In, revealing a wonderful variety of new shapes, new colors and new band.
All on display In our show window.

Ni:V SHIPMENT OF

e

$50 Shoes

Douglas

Arrive every day. We Intend to have a pair of Douglas
Shoes for every man In Albuquerque. It means the largest stock of shoes in the two territories.

3

Handsome New Fall Shirts

NOTHING DAIN25c
TIER OR MORE
2
30c
FANCY BULK WAFERS, LARGE
THAN THE DEL- ASSORTMENT, PER POUND, 25c.
ICATE FLAVOR OF A GOOD OYSTHE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
TER, AND A "SEALSH IPT" OYSTER
"Good Things to Eat."
MEANS AN OYSTER WITH ALL ITS
FLAVOR
PERFECT
RETAINED.
DON'T
THINK
BECAUSE THE
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
WEATHER IS WARM THAT IT
THE OYSTER; WHEN SHIPPEACHES Fancy cling
PED IN OUR PATENT CARRIERS,
stone; best for spicTHEY ARE JUST AS GOOD AS IF
ing, etc., 20 lb.
YOU BOUGHT THEM IN DECEMPEACHES Free stone;
BER
SOLD EXCLUSIVELY BY
large yellow varieties,
RAMONA

FESTINA

OUR

IN"

Poptila? $Q.OO

for yourself.

BLUE POINTS, THE FIRST OF
GET THE "SEAL-SHIPT- "
THE SEASON.
OYSTER HABIT, AND GET
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A
IT'8
IT EARLY.
SHIPMENT OF CRACKERS AND
A GOOD HABIT,
WAFERS:
A SAFE HABIT,
NABISCOES,
ALL FLAVORS
30c
AND THERE IS
ATHENA
25c

DELICIOUS

are now being placed

on sale.

new color effects.

$1.25

to

Every shirt a wonder

$2.50

In

Each

AND

h

SHORTHAND and TYPEWRITING

"

S. S. PEARLSTINE
212'2 South Second street.
Auto Phone, 328.

.

ALBUQUERQUE, NLW

pre-

$100

per

,3

pound,

5c; 40 lb.

J Baa

$150

boxes
large
GRAPES
The
blue, and large white
ones are now In; also
the early Mission; all
kinds, 3 lbs. for
CANTALOUPES StanRocky
Fords,
dard
fine flavors, each ....
Fords,
Smaller Rocky
,
equally Tine Tiavor, o

Water Heating
and Hot
Steam Examine
the BEATIFUL GOODS Dlsplavea

23

Call and

tor

and
Farm Implements,
HOSE, Belting, Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps

Ing.

VEGETABLES

Genuine Sweet Corn, per
dozen
35
Fancy Wax Beans, per
pound
10
Fancy Ripe Tomatoes per
pound
10
Cucumbers, 2 for
f
Summer Sauash. Der lb.. . Ht
Egg Plants, each, 5c and.10
Lettuce, 3 for
10
Endive, fine for salad, 2
for
5
Celery, well bleacKed, 2
for
15
Okra, per pound
20( Chili,
Mangoes,, Beets, Turnips, Carrots, etc.
THE

JAFFA

Our Sample Rooms!

Retail
Hardware
Wholesale andRumps,
Pipe
Fittings

EvWATERMELONS
ery one guaranteed,
per pound
2
Be sure and call and see our
exhibit of fruit Saturday morn- -

j

In

Harness, Saddles, Leather,
Ranch Supplies
FOR PRICES....

....WRITE

&

Largest Stock in the Southwest.

T
T

t
I
J

GROCERY CO.

"Good Things to Eat."

1 13-- 1

IS-- 1

17 South

rirst Street

North First Street

401-40- 3

HAS A GREAT REPUTATION.

any
are
and
our

P. Lommori...--

,
The Clarkvllle coal we sell prlncl-aUylike the Father of His Country,
oaa a reputation second to none, and
you know, If you've tried It, that It's
the best ever burned. Its freedom
qual-Itle- a
from Impurities, Its
and our fairness as to weight and
delivery, entitle us to your patronage.
Remember we guarantee 2,000 pound
absolutely In every ton leaving our
yard. We also handle all kinds of
mill wood, mountain wood and kind-on- e

Dealer In
GROCERIES, FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN
AND THE BEST OF MEATS.
GOODS A SPECIALTY.

John S. Beaven

Call at No. 624 West TIJeras Road.
Automatic Phone 109.
Old Telephone 276.

free-burnin- g

Leading Jeweler,
RAILROAD AVENUE

phone.

307 West Railroad Avenue.
Day or Night
'Phones.

&

....Matteucci.

n in laswvig wmnrmtiiirrr
CJlET
Colorado Phont 197

o

CHAS. F. MYERS

Proprietors

-

Wm. McINTOSH

The Fuchr

Both

CLOTHIER

serves, 20 lb. box
SI OO
PLUMS Red, yellow or
blue, large or small, in
fact all kinds, 5 cents
pound, 25 lb. crate...
PEARS The large Bart
lett and Russett varieties, now coming in,

h

zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

MEXICO

HJiHUUUM!

AVENUE

5

Successors to Edwards A Fuehr,

Foundry East Side of Railroad Track

THE RAILROAD

Both

Undertaking Company,

MILL

SPECIALTY,

for. table or for

Watches, Tewelry and Silverware

EVERITT,

SIMON STERN

30x...$100

Diamonds are always in order. We can talk Diamonds totyou at
time. Thty are an investment, and a good investment at the prices we
setting them. We have some exquisite Diamond Brooches, Solitaire Rings
Studs, and we are really selling them very, very cheap. Take a look in
store and price them.

H

FOUNDRY AND MACHINE

MANY NEW SJIAPKS

is especially good.

see

OF

MEN'S WEAR

STOMACH BITTERS

DIAMONDS

you want any furniture? Are
you thinking of furnishing a house?
Call and see us about it. We have
the most complete house furnishing
establishment in the southwest, so
arranged that you can select anything, from the cheapest to the
best. Make a small payment down,
the balance in easy monthly or
weekly payments. Furniture, Crockery, Glassware, Rugs, Shades, Tinware, Granite ware, and Ranges.
The famous Acorn range, $5 down,
$5 a month a world beater.
Do

zzzxzzzzzxzzxxzzz

ALBUQUERQUE

HOSTETTER'S

FRF.8H EVERY DAY. AT MALOY'ft.

IJwImv

1

S

KAULiY FALL, DISPLAYS

who arYthTkInTghts?
fruit8 and vegetables,

son-in-la-

with a coat or Heath & Milligan's
paint over your wood work where
needed. You will find it most satisfactory, inasmuch as It will make
clean things look cleaner, and,
what la more, make them stay so.
We also have a large stock of lumber, sash and doors, glass, cement,
and Rex Flint Kote Roofing.
ALBUQUERQUE

appetite and assisting digestion

S

of
9

on a railroad

Albeit FaVr, the well known carpet
and nig merchant of this city, who
recently returned from the eastern
he went to lay in a
markets wli.
Hie latest patterns In
new stock
fine carpets and nigs, also made a trip
to the wholi sale furniture houses of
nrand Rapid, Mich., while1 away, and
has announced that, he will extend his
present extensive business to Include
furniture.
Mr. Faber already has one of the
largest carpe' houses in the southwest
and lie thinks that the present
growth of Albuquerque Justifies the
increase he will make in his present
business,
lie will sell only the
finest of fundi ure, and as he selected
his new stock personally, can guarantee it to be 'he best.
The busim i will be located In the
new block being erected on Railroad
avenue by A. Staab, opposite his
present establishment, and the store
will have a fhr space of 50x135 feet.

FRIDAY, AUG, 23, 1903.

For restoring the

BUSINESS

PRESENT

!'

Mrs. Solomon J,ima, of Los Lnnas,
returned this morning from an extended pleasure trip to California.
Miss Eleanor Klein, of Denver, after
a visit to Mrs. A. Singer and family,
morning lor
in tliis city, left this

nrwl

DEPENDABLE FOOD PRODUCTS.
nave atood the test
Are moae

.'It

east, 8:30 p. m.
cast, 10:45 p. m.
west, C:45 p. m.
west, 7:65 a. m.

He did nut hear the whistle;
And all they found of Billy was
Some whiskers on a thistle.
Exchange,

We Want Your Trade

light,

the
the
the
the

from
from
from
from

A pont Blood

School Shoes

GIRLS' SHOES.
Vice Kid. Kangaroo or Box Calf uppers;
soles: Patent Leather or Stock Tips.

1,
7,
8.
2,

HIS

OF TRAINS.

ARRIVAL

FABtR ENLARGES

ALBERT

Local and
Personal

-

KVKNING CITIZEN.

ALliUOUEUOUE

PAGE EIGHT.

DWARE

WHOLESALE

SOME THINGS YOU WILL NEED

!A

RETAIL

BUY NOW AND SAVE MONEY

The White Mountain Ice Cream Freezer "Is the Best Made."

Five minutes to freeze.

Ice Chests and

Water Coolers, a good cheap Cooler,
most serviceable, durable and most economical.
Four grades of Garden Hose to select from,
galvanized iron, handsomely Japanned, nickel plated faucet.
We have other things you will need, very best quality and all
"selling at wonderfully low prices."
moderately priced.
PROMPT DELIVERY WHETHER
FRESH CLEAN STOCK
LARGE
OR SMALL PURCHASE
EVERY ARTICLE PERFECT
Refrigerators,

We Study the Leading

Styles Carefully
ECAUSE we realize that in the matter
of dress, intelligence and taste go
hand in hand. Quiet elegance is after all
the root of genuine good taste and good breeding. We have
assemblied a very complete and handsome collection of fabrics for
this seasons wear. There is nothing handsomer than our new

Suits at SIS and $18

Stein-Bloc- li

SK

K

"V

I

X

DOW

D

E. L. WASHBURN CO.,

I

S

1

I, A V

U9 West

DEERING
MOWERS.

REPAIRS.
BINDERS.
HAY RAKES.
REAPERS.
Write or Call,
and Get

Gold

Price.

Avenue

COLT'S
REVOLVERS.
WINCHESTER
RIFLES.
SHOTGUNS.
AMMUNITION.

STUDEBAKER
BUGGIES,
CARRIAGES

and
WAGONS.

O-- .

.

I:

-

i:'

'

cupv m

122 Sooth Second Street

215 West Railroad Avenue

Albuquerque,' New Mexico

I

I
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